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In this thesis, the application of coded aperture in depth estimation is studied. More
specifically, depth from defocus (DfD) is considered. DfD is a popular computer vi-
sion technique, which utilises the defocus blur cue for depth estimation. A general
review of studies about the defocus blur, both its properties as a depth cue and
its relation with the disparity cue, is presented. DfD methods are comprehensively
investigated under two types of solving strategies. One is image restoration-based,
whose success depends on the quality of image restoration; while the other strat-
egy directly focuses on the depth estimation without requiring image restoration,
and thus is referred to as the restoration-free strategy. The defocus blur is actually
characterised by the point spread function (PSF) of the camera imaging system.
The PSF of the camera can be modified by inserting a physical mask in the cam-
era aperture position. A recent technique called coded aperture, which refers to
the insertion of a coded mask in the aperture position, utilises this fact to improve
the performance of DfD. Optimisation of the mask pattern for depth estimation is
discussed in detail. A camera with a coded mask is built. The existing coded aper-
ture methods for depth estimation are implemented and tested in both simulations
and real experiments. Wave-optics based PSF calculation is proposed to have an
accurate imaging model and avoid capturing PSFs in real experiments.
Finally, several stereo cameras equipped with different sets of masks are analysed to
explore the possible improvements in depth estimation by jointly utilising disparity
and defocus blur cues. Results show that DfD can give valuable complementary
depth information to stereo vision where stereo matching suffers from the corre-
spondence problem. On the other hand, a stereo camera arrangement is shown to
be useful for getting a single shot coded aperture system which employs a pair of
complementary masks. A modified DfD algorithm is developed for that system.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Depth perception, which is defined as the ability to extract three-dimensional (3D)
representations of physical reality from two-dimensional (2D) retinal images, is a
born gift to the human being. With the ability to judge the distance, we can locate
an object in space and estimate its size. This ability is essential for our survival
since most of the activities like jumping and grasping cannot be achieved without
it. Nowadays the depth information is not only needed for the daily life of a human
being, but also needed in many engineering fields like multimedia and computer
vision. Since the development of the vision related technologies are ever increasing,
inferring depth from images and videos becomes demanding and forms a base of
many fascinating areas, e.g. virtual reality and robot navigation. However, what
cameras record are 2D images that are results of projection of the 3D world, so it is
not a trivial task to infer the (correct) depth from them.
Depth perception in human vision and depth estimation in computer vision have
both common and different properties. In human vision, it has been shown that
there are several factors related with depth information, referred to as depth cues,
playing key roles in the depth inferring process in the brain. In computer vision,
similar is true, and most of the depth cues are also available. In human vision, where
the mysterious brain can utilise all depth cues simultaneously to interpret the 3D
world automatically, many people can benefit from it without even being aware of
it, let alone understanding the mechanism behind it. In computer vision, however,
the situation varies with the chosen depth cue, the technique and the algorithm.
Indeed, developing techniques and algorithms to utilise certain depth cues are the
main issues for depth estimation in computer vision [41].
This thesis is aimed at studying techniques and algorithms that mainly utilise the
defocus blur cue for depth estimation. As a relatively new depth cue, the defocus
blur cue gains growing popularity in computer vision. The most popular technique
utilising the defocus blur cue to infer depth is known as depth from defocus (DfD) in
the literature, which includes a class of implementations with varying settings and/or
algorithms. Among those implementations, recently a branch of DfD techniques
utilising coded aperture is of particular interest. In this branch of DfD techniques,
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instead of conventional cameras, cameras equipped with a mask in the aperture
position are employed to sense the 3D world. By utilising masks of different patterns,
a coded aperture camera can cause different defocus blurring effects, and some of
those effects may improve the depth estimation result. In addition to studying
the defocus blur cue alone, it is also interesting to exploit its relationship with the
disparity cue, which is a well-known depth cue and has been widely used in computer
vision.
The properties of the defocus blur cue and its relation with the disparity cue are
investigated in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the camera imaging system is modelled.
Then two strategies for solving DfD are introduced in Chapter 4. The principle
of coded aperture and mask design are reviewed in Chapter 5. Simulation and
experimental results of coded aperture are presented and discussed in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 7, the possibility of using the disparity cue and the defocus blur cue in
combination is explored and two types of coded aperture stereo camera systems are
proposed.
32. DISPARITY CUE AND DEFOCUS BLUR CUE
In this chapter, two depth cues, the disparity cue and the defocus blur cue, are
studied. Unlike the disparity cue, which has long been known and well analysed,
the defocus blur cue, which is going to be used intensively in the following chapters,
is relatively new, and thus more efforts are paid on understanding its properties as
a depth cue. Particularly, it is also interesting to compare those two depth cues and
to explore the possibility of using them jointly.
2.1 Disparity cue
The disparity cue is a primary cue in human vision, and it is also the most popular
depth cue in computer vision. Since it has been extensively studied, here we just
include the relevant information necessary for other sections, for more information
please refer to [47].
As a binocular cue, the disparity cue is encoded in two views. In human vision, it
is defined as the location difference of the same object between its projections on
the left and the right eyes. This location difference is known as the retinal disparity
and is a result of the fact that two eyes see from slightly different positions. The
retinal disparity of a point reflects its depth related to the fixation point. As shown
in Figure 2.1, for a fixation point, it projects on the same positions on both eyes
and thus cause no retinal disparity; while for the point deviating from the fixation
point, the magnitude of retinal disparity reflects its relative depth to the fixation
point and the orientation of retinal disparity indicates the side of the point related
to the fixation point. However, when a point deviates from the fixation point too
much, its depth cannot be inferred from the retinal disparity. That is, the retinal
disparity cue has a limited working range, which is reported by Schor and Wood to
be within roughly 0.25 - 40 arc min [44].
In computer vision, two eyes are replaced with two cameras. However, unlike eyes
that fixate on a particular location, two cameras are usually put in parallel, and this
arrangement is referred as the stereo camera setup, where the distance between two
cameras is called the baseline B, as shown in Figure 2.2. By using triangulation,
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of the disparity in human vision (adapted from Figure 1 in [37]).
we can derive the relation between depth d and disparity disp as
disp =
fB
d
, (2.1)
where f is the focal length, corresponding to the distance between the lens and
the image plane in the pinhole camera model. This relation reveals that under the
stereo camera setup, the disparity is inversely proportional to the depth, as shown
in Figure 2.3. If the same discrimination criteria apply to the whole depth range,
the depth resolution provided by the disparity cue decreases as the depth increases.
As a consequence of this relation, the disparity cue in computer vision also has a
working range.
2.2 Defocus blur cue
In contrast with the disparity cue, the defocus blur cue is a monocular pictorial
cue. It is widely known that most of biological and artificial lens systems can only
bring objects close to the focused distance into focus. Therefore, when a 3D scene
is recorded in 2D images, it is inevitable to see that objects at other distances
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of the disparity in computer vision.
are blurred in images. That is, most optical systems have limited depth of field.
Generally, this phenomenon is unfavoured and is treated as a drawback of the optical
system. However, Pentland [36] pointed out that the degree of blur can reflect the
depth between the object and the focused distance; therefore, it can actually serve
as a depth cue.
In human vision, Marshall et al. [28] and Mather [31] independently conducted
similar experiments and reported that the degree of blur at the boundary between
a focused surface and a defocused surface is important, and it may be used to
determine depth orders. For example, as illustrated in Figure 2.4(a), the surface
having the same state as the boundary is seen as nearer and occluding the other.
In addition, Mather [31] showed that besides the boundary blur, the region blur
can also enhance depth perception. An example is shown in Figure 2.4(b), and it
shows that when the background is blurred, it can enhance a feeling that the sharp
central square is floating above it. Furthermore, Mather and Smith [34] studied
the effectiveness of the boundary blur discrimination and region blur discrimination
affecting depth ordering, but they reported that the boundary blur acts as a depth
cue only when it is either not blurred or extremely blurred, and it may indicate that
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of the depth-disparity relation in computer vision.
(a) An example of the defocus blur degree at
the boundary affecting depth ordering.
(b) An example of the defocus blur degree of
an area affecting depth sensing.
Figure 2.4 Examples of the defocus blur cue affecting depth perception in hu-
man vision [32]. Reprinted by permission of Pion Ltd, London, www.pion.co.uk and
www.envplan.com
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of the defocus blur cue with thin-lens camera model.
Figure 2.6 The blur discrimination thresholds in human vision [32]. Reprinted by per-
mission of Pion Ltd, London, www.pion.co.uk and www.envplan.com
the defocus blur cue is an insignificant depth cue.
Since the degree of defocus blur variance is relatively insignificant, it becomes an
important question that how sensitive the vision system is to the small degree of
defocus blur variance. In human vision, a series of studies were done to determine
the blur threshold and the blur discrimination for blur detection. Their results
are consistent and show that the defocus blur detection threshold is roughly 0.4 -
1 arc min, and the blur discrimination threshold is related to the reference blur.
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This relation is best viewed in the threshold versus reference (TVR) curve. One
result reported by [32] is shown in Figure 2.6. When the reference blur is small(<1
arc min), the blur discrimination threshold decreases as the reference blur increases;
after that, it increases with the increase in the reference blur accordingly. As pointed
out by Mather [32], the TVR curve indicates that the human vision system is unable
to use the defocus blur as a depth cue within the range just around to the fixation
point. For a complete review, please refer to [56]. In conclusion, in human vision,
due to the poor blur discrimination ability, the defocus blur cue should be viewed
as a qualitative cue [34], [54].
In computer vision, the quantitative analyses can be conducted to understand the
physical properties of the defocus blur cue. By utilising the thin-lens camera model
and the geometrical optics, the relation between the depth d and the degree of
defocus blur, characterised by the size Scoc of circle of confusion (CoC), is as follows:
Scoc = dL
(∣∣∣∣ fdf(df − f)d − dfdf − f + 1
∣∣∣∣) (2.2)
≈ fdL
d
, (2.3)
where f is the focal length of the lens, dL is the diameter of lens aperture and df is
the focused distance, as denoted in Figure 2.5. Please notice that when df  f , the
depth-defocus blur degree relation is independent to the focused distance, as shown
in Eq. ( 2.3). Nevertheless, the blur discrimination ability depends on the quality
of the optical system and the method used to detect the degree of defocus blur.
2.3 Relation between disparity cue and defocus blur cue
Studying the relation between the two depth cues mentioned above is an interest-
ing and important topic. Since the very beginning, the defocus blur cue has been
compared to the disparity cue, which is a primary cue in human vision as well as
the most popular depth cue in the field of computer vision.
In computer vision, based on the analyses done in [43], two depth cues share the same
principle but differ in scales, and what leads to this scale difference is the physical
size of the lens aperture diameter in the case of the defocus blur cue, or the baseline
width in the case of the disparity cue, as can be learnt from Eq. ( 2.1) and Eq. (
2.3). Since the defocus blur cue is a monocular cue, its scale is constrained by the
lens aperture diameter, which in fact plays the role of baseline in the case of depth-
disparity relation. The depth resolution provided by the disparity cue is better
than that provided by the defocus blur cue, since in most practical applications
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Figure 2.7 An example of disparity-defocus blur degree relation [51]. Reprinted by per-
mission. c©2013 IEEE
Figure 2.8 The depth-retinal disparity relation (broken lines) and the depth-defocus blur
degree relation. Left: Fixation at 1 metre. Right: Fixation at 4 metres [32]. Reprinted by
permission of Pion Ltd, London, www.pion.co.uk and www.envplan.com
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of computer vision, the baseline is wider compared to the lens aperture diameter.
That is, for the same amount of depth variance, the disparity value variance is more
significant than the variance of defocus blur degree. Although according to Eq. (
2.3), using a lens with larger aperture diameter and longer focal length can result in
more significant variances, they are still relatively less significant than the disparity
variance. It has also been shown experimentally that the two depth cues perform in
the same way, besides the scale. One example is given in Figure 2.7, where Takeda
et al. [50], [51] experimentally showed that when two cameras are almost focused
on the infinity, the relation between the disparity and the degree of defocus blur is
linear, and the slope can be inferred as the ratio between lens aperture diameter
and baseline.
In human vision studies, similar opinion is adopted. By using Eq. ( 2.1) and Eq. (
2.3), Mather [32] showed that the disparity cue is more significant than the defocus
blur cue, as shown in Figure 2.8. Regarding the discrimination ability, researchers
found that a small disparity variance is more detectable than a small variance in
the degree of defocus blur. That is, the variance of defocus blur degree needs to be
sufficiently large to be noticed, due to the poor blur discrimination ability [34].
2.4 Interaction between disparity cue and defocus blur cue
The human visual system uses several depth cues to infer depth information, how
do those different information sources interact with each other? In this section, this
important question is narrowed down to the interaction between the defocus blur
cue and the disparity cue.
In human vision studies, based on the curve in Figure 2.8, together with the disparity
covering range and the blur detection threshold, given in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2
respectively, Mather [32] suggested that the disparity cue and the defocus blur cue
may serve in different depth ranges. His further studies with Smith [33] support
this suggestion by noticing that within the valid range of disparity cue, image blur
has insignificant effects on it. Therefore, it is more likely that the disparity cue is
used for distances near the fixation point while the defocus blur cue takes over in
longer distances. This complementary relation is also confirmed by other researchers,
e.g. [40], [16].
In computer vision, the idea of combining those two depth cues has also gained pop-
ularity, in order to increase depth estimation results’ quality [39], [42], [14], [51], [52].
The motivations behind those studies mainly are based on two differences. One is
that those two depth cues respond to the same amount of depth variance in different
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Figure 2.9 A comparison of using the defocus blur cue and the disparity cue [52].
Reprinted by permission. c©2013 IEEE
scales. As a monocular cue, the defocus blur cue is less affected by problems like
occlusions, which are known to be painful for the disparity cue. The other is that
the methods used to extract those two depth cues are different. The disparity cue is
extracted by finding the correspondence in different views, which fails in regions, e.g.
with repetitive patterns or edges along the epipolar line; while the defocus blur cue
is extracted by a comparison between images captured from the same view, and thus
is stable to repetitive patterns. Those two differences may lead to a complementary
performance of two cues, as summarised in Figrue 2.9. In computer vision, the
defocus blur cue is used in the same depth range as the disparity cue, which differs
with the human vision case, where those two depth cues are shown to complement
each other in covering complementary depth ranges.
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3. CAMERA IMAGING SYSTEM
The camera imaging system is responsible for image capture and processing from
image formation to storage. Its understanding is essential for interpreting the depth.
This chapter addresses the problem of modeling the camera imaging system. As
pointed out in [4], an image is a degraded representation of the original 3D scene,
and the degradation is mainly introduced during the image formation process and
the recording process, denoted by blurring and noise, respectively. Among multiple
reasons causing blurring, here only the blurring caused by the defocus is considered
for the problem of depth estimation via defocus blur cue. Therefore, during the
discussion below, both the camera and the scene are assumed to be perfectly fixed,
which eliminates the influence of motion blurring. Also, the lens is assumed to be
free of aberrations.
3.1 Space variant imaging system
In order to describe a camera imaging system, three parts are needed: a 3D scene to
be imaged as the signal source, a camera imaging system that captures and processes
the signal and the captured images as the result of this processing.
Firstly, the 3D scene is considered. In most cases, a 3D scene can be viewed as a
cloud of self-luminous point light sources representing all the visible parts of objects
in this 3D scene. For each point light source, its position on the scene space can
be traced by a vector p, and p ∈ R3. That is, the vector p traces the surface of
objects in the 3D scene. This vector p can be further separated into two parts, one
part is px = [px1 ,px2 ]
> ∈ R2 denoting the position on the scene plane, the other is
pd ∈ R denoting the depth. That is, p = [px,pd]>. One point light source is shown
in Figure 3.1 as an example.
According to [4], under the Lambertian assumption, the appearance of a 3D scene
can be considered as an unknown spatial intensity distribution over the space and
denoted by f 0(p), which is therefore known as the scene intensity function. Partic-
ularly, in most of the cases, a scene intensity function contains finite energy, that
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of the image formation process and the coordinate system, where
the lens centre is taken as the origin.
is, ∫
R3
∣∣f 0(p)∣∣2 dp <∞. (3.1)
It means that scene intensity functions are square integrable and thus form a L2 (R3)-
space, which is known as the scene space and is denoted by X . Since a L2 (R3)-
space is also a Hilbert-space, the scene space X is naturally equipped with the inner
product as follows
(f1, f2) =
∫
R3
f1(p)f¯2(p)dp, (3.2)
where f¯2 represents the complex conjugate of f2.
Secondly, how the camera imaging system transforms the signals from the scene
space to the image plane is studied. In general, the role of imaging system can be
treated as an operator, denoted by A, which maps a scene intensity function f 0(p)
of X to its noise free image g0(y), as follows
g0 = Af 0. (3.3)
Specifically, in the case of camera imaging system, the operator A can be replaced
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of point light sources of three categories.
by an integral operator as follows
g0(y) =
∫
R3
k (y,p) f 0(p)dp, (3.4)
where k (y,p) is known as the point spread function (PSF) or the impulse response
of the system [4].
In a camera imaging system, a PSF k (y,p) is known as the image of an unit intensity
point light source p in the image plane, as shown in Figure 3.1. Consequently, in
Eq. ( 3.4), g0 is actually modelled as a superposition of images of all points of f 0.
In addition, since it is the PSF that causes the blurring effect, g0 is also known as
a blurred image of the corresponding scene f 0 [4].
There are several factors that can affect a PSF, and one of them of interest here
is the defocus, or equivalently, out-of-focus. As shown in Figure 2.5, a point de-
viating from the focused distance on the scene results in a small area in the image
plane, which is known as the CoC, inside which the intensity is assumed to be nearly
uniform according to the geometrical optics. However, for a more rigorous treat-
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ment, the diffraction effects should be taken into account, as will be discussed in
Section 6.1. According to the thin lens model, the camera setting parameters are
mainly the aperture shape, the focal length and the focused distance. For capturing
a still image, all those parameters, together with the camera’s position and viewing
direction, are fixed, so it can be assumed that they are all well set and denoted by c.
However, due to the limited physical size and viewing angle of a lens as well as the
complex structure of a 3D scene, there generally exist occlusions between different
objects in the 3D scene and/or self-occlusions between different parts of the same
object. Consequently, not all point light sources of the scene are equally visible by
the lens. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, point light sources form three categories.
Point light sources of the first category are not occluded and thus the whole lens
‘sees’ them, like point light sources A and B. Those belonging to the second cate-
gory are partially occluded, like point light sources C and D. For this case, parts
of the lens ‘sees’ those points while the rest parts do not. Finally, the point light
sources belonging to the third category are totally occluded and thus are invisible
to the lens, like E and F. In order to deal with this issue, the concept of the effective
aperture shape is introduced. For each point light source in the scene, the visible
part of the aperture is described. Obviously, the effective aperture shape varies over
point light sources. Since the effective aperture shape can be considered as a part
of the camera setting c, the camera setting c (p) varies over point light sources p.
Based on the description above, it is clear that the defocus PSF kc(p),pd (y,p) is
space variant.
Thirdly, the image produced by the camera imaging system is considered. Similar to
the scene intensity function f 0(p), a noise-free image g0(y) in the image plane can
be viewed as an intensity distribution produced by the corresponding scene intensity
function f 0(p). In addition, for a camera imaging system, its image plane is a 2D
plane of finite physical size, so it can be described by a close set Γ ∈ R2. As a close
subset of R2, Γ is measurable and its measure is positive, that is, m(Γ) > 0 [48].
Since the operator A is bounded, we have∫
Γ
∣∣g0(y)∣∣2 dy = ∫
Γ
∣∣Af 0(y)∣∣2 dy ≤ Kmax ∫
R3
∣∣f 0(p)∣∣2 dp <∞, (3.5)
where Kmax is an upper bound of k (y,p) given in Eq. ( 3.4). The inequality 3.5
shows that the noise free image g0(y) is also square integrable. Therefore, the image
space formed by all noise free images, denoted by Y , is a L2 (Γ)-space and thus is a
Hilbert space [48].
During the image recording process of a camera, the influence of noise should be
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taken into account. For simplicity, although [27] points out that the real sensor noise
is partly intensity-dependent, here the sensor noise ω is assumed to be additive and
is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variable, which follows,
e.g. a Gaussian or Poison distribution. So the final captured noisy image g is given
as
g(y) = g0(y) + ω(y)
=
∫
R3
kc(p),pd (y,p) f 0(p)dp+ ω(y). (3.6)
It is worth pointing out that different from the blurring degradation, which is gen-
erally a deterministic process, the noise degradation process is stochastic, so that
how a single image will be affected is undetermined [4].
For the discrete case, the image plane can be described as a 2D lattice of M pixels,
then the discrete image gM can be written as
gM [m] =
∫
Γ
pm (y) g (y) dy, (3.7)
where m = [m1,m2]
> is the discrete image index, and pm, which represents the
detector’s response, is a weight kernel which is generally modelled by a rectangular
function. Substituting Eq. ( 3.6) into Eq. ( 3.7), we have
gM [m] =
∫
Γ
∫
R3
pm (y) k
c(p),pd (y,p) f 0 (p) dpdy +
∫
Γ
pm (y)ω(y)dy. (3.8)
Eq. ( 3.8) is a semi-discrete description of the space variant imaging system. All
discrete images can be represented as vectors by, e.g. lexicographical ordering of
pixels, and those image vectors form a vector space of M -dimensions, denoted by
YM [4].
Similarly, the object function f 0 can also be represented by an array of finite number
of values, to make the description of a camera imaging system completely discretised.
As discussed before, the 3D scene can be viewed as a point cloud. If the scene space
is uniformly partitioned into N sub-spaces, and each sub-space is small enough to
be represented by a single point within it, the scene is simplified to be of N point
light sources. A combination of them can be thought as an approximation of the
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original 3D scene as follows
f 0 (p) =
N∑
n=1
f0N [n] rn (p) , (3.9)
where rn denotes the position of the n-th point light source, e.g. rn (p) = δ (p− pn),
and it can be viewed as a scene where only this single point is visible. Similar to
discrete images, all discrete scene intensity functions can also be represented as
vectors, and all scene intensity vectors form a N -dimensional vector space, denoted
by XN [4]. Substituting Eq. ( 3.9) into Eq. ( 3.7), we have a complete discrete
description of the space variant imaging system, as follows
gM [m] =
∫
Γ
pm (y)
(
g0 (y) + ω (y)
)
dy
=
∫
Γ
pm (y)
∫
R3
kc(p),pd (y,p) f 0 (p) dpdy +
∫
Γ
pm (y)ω (y) dy
=
∫
Γ
pm (y)
∫
R3
kc(p),pd (y,p)
N∑
n=1
f0N [n] rn (p) dpdy +
∫
Γ
pm (y)ω (y) dy
=
N∑
n=1
f0N [n]
∫
Γ
∫
R3
pm (y) k
c(p),pd (y,p) rn (p) dpdy +
∫
Γ
pm (y)ω (y) dy
=
N∑
n=1
hCN [n],DN [n] [m,n]f0N [n] + ωM [m] , (3.10)
where hCN [n],DN [n] [m,n] =
∫
Γ
∫
R3
pm (y) k
c(p),pd (y,p) rn (p) dpdy denotes the dis-
crete PSF, ωM represents the sensor noise on the discrete image plane, and CN and
DN are vectors representing camera settings and depths of all point light sources,
respectively.
Since the process description given in Eq. ( 3.10) is completely discrete, it is pos-
sible to rewrite it as a matrix-vector multiplication form as suggested in [29]. As
mentioned above, gM and ωM are a M -dimensional noisy image vector and a noise
vector, respectively, in the space YM ; f0N is a scene intensity vector of N -dimension
in the space XN . Those three vectors are linked by the camera system matrix
HCN ,DN of size M × N , whose n-th column is the discrete PSF hCN [n],DN [n] cor-
responding to the n-th point light source, with normalised unit intensity. Based on
the description above, we finally have
gM = HCN ,DNf
0
N + ωM . (3.11)
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Please notice that in most of the cases, N M is valid.
3.2 Space invariant imaging system
In the previous section, a camera imaging system is shown to be a space variant
system in general. In this section, a special case where it can be treated as a space
invariant system is derived.
As pointed out in Section 3.1, the camera imaging system is space variant, since the
PSF is space variant. The reason of having a space variant PSF is two-fold. One is
the complex scene structure; the other is the limited physical size of the lens. They
jointly cause the problem that different point light sources have different depths and
effective apertures. However, this problem does not exist in a certain situation where
the scene contains merely a fronto-parallel plane. In such a situation, all points in
the scene space share the same depth d and both self-occlusions and occlusions
are inherently avoided, which lead to a space invariant PSF kc,d and thus a space
invariant camera imaging system. In this case, the operator A can be described as
a convolution, and Eq. ( 3.6) can be rewritten as
g(y) = g0(y) + ω(y)
=
∫
R2
kc,d (y,px) f
0(px)dpx + ω(y)
=
1
α2
∫
R2
kc,d
(
y,
p˜x
α
)
f 0(
p˜x
α
)dp˜x + ω(y), (3.12)
where p˜x = αpx with α =
−lf
d
, representing the lens magnification, and lf is
the distance between the lens and the image plane as shown in Figure 3.1. Let
k˜c,d (y, p˜x) , kc,d
(
y,
p˜x
α
)
and f˜ 0(p˜x) , f 0(
p˜x
α
), Eq. ( 3.12) becomes
g(y) =
1
α2
∫
R2
k˜c,d (y, p˜x) f˜
0(p˜x)dp˜x + ω(y)
=
1
α2
∫
R2
k˜c,d (y − p˜x) f˜ 0(p˜x)dp˜x + ω(y). (3.13)
Thus, Eq. ( 3.13) can be simply given as
g =
1
α2
k˜c,d ⊗ f˜ 0 + ω, (3.14)
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where ⊗ denotes convolution.
The same analysis done in the case of the space variant system in Section 3.1 can
be applied here to describe a completely discrete space invariant system, as follows
gM =
1
α2
H˜c,df˜
0
N + ωM . (3.15)
Notice that now the system matrix H˜ is characterised by a single discrete PSF h˜
c,d
.
In real cases, the aforementioned situation is in fact rare. However, although it
is often unrealistic to treat the whole camera imaging system as space invariant,
locally it can be valid if a mild assumption is made. This assumption is that in most
of the cases, the structure of a 3D scene can be treated as piece-wise planar. More
specifically, it means that the PSF within a small sub-domain DΓ of the image plane
Γ is space invariant, if its corresponding limited sub-domain DR2 in the scene plane
R2 can be treated as a fronto-parallel plane [4]. Therefore, if we partition the image
plane Γ into multiple small sub-domains {DΓl} where the PSF is space-invariant.
For each DΓl , we have
g(y) =
1
α2
∫
DR2
l
k˜cl,dl (y − p˜x) f˜ 0(p˜x)dp˜x + ω(y),∀y ∈ DΓl , (3.16)
where DR2l is the corresponding sub-domain of DΓl in the scene plane R2. Similarly,
locally the completely discrete description is given as follows,
gLM =
1
α2
h˜
cl,dl ⊗ f˜ 0LN + ωLM , (3.17)
where LM and LN represent corresponding sub-domains in the discrete image plane
and the discrete scene plane, respectively.
For the rest part of the thesis, the scene intensity function f 0 is assumed to be already
scaled such that α = 1, and thus the notation ∼ can be ignored for simplicity.
3.3 Aperture superposition principle
In this section, the camera imaging system is presented from another point of view
based on the aperture superposition principle.
Despite the accuracy, it might be computationally hard to apply the previous de-
scription of a camera imaging system for complex scenes. Lanman et al. [20] showed
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Figure 3.3 An example of aperture superposition.
that an aperture can be equivalently viewed as a superposition of a set of elemen-
tary apertures, and one example is shown in Figure 3.3. The image captured with
the whole aperture can be approximated by a superposition of a set of images cap-
tured with those elementary apertures, which is named as aperture superposition
principle. Mathematically, it can be expressed as
gM =
∑
i
aigM i , (3.18)
where ai is the transmission efficiency of the i-th elementary aperture and gM i is
the image captured with this elementary aperture.
Ideally, any aperture pattern can be divided into a set of ‘pinholes’, and each image
captured with a ‘pinhole’ aperture is all-in-focus. By doing so, calculating PSFs is
totally avoided. Also, the occlusion problem is automatically solved since a point
light source does not appear in the all-in-focus image for a particular view if it is
blocked. But in practice, beside those advantages, this method also has its own
drawbacks. A real pinhole aperture will cause significant diffraction effects that
should not be ignored, so in order to keep the diffraction effects negligible, a ‘pinhole’
aperture must be big enough. However, if a ‘pinhole’ aperture has too big opening,
it will not lead to a all-in-focus image due to the lens effects. Thus, care must be
taken when choosing the size of a ‘pinhole’, to keep a balance between minimising
diffraction effects and minimising lens defocus blur effects.
Overall, if a good pattern partitioning resolution is selected, this method works
sufficiently well and can be conveniently used in many applications.
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4. DEPTH FROM DEFOCUS
In Chapter 3, a camera imaging system is analysed, which shows how an image of a
3D scene is formed. This image formation process is known as a direct process from
cause to effect, or from a rich information state to a poor information state. In this
chapter, however, its inverse problem, the problem of estimating scene information
based on a limited number of captured images, is targeted. More specifically, the
depth information is of particular interest, and the defocus blur cue is chosen to
be the main depth cue of interest, and thus the problem of this type is specified as
finding depth from defocus (DfD). This inverse problem is quite challenging, due to
the information lost during the direct process. This chapter begins with defining
and analysing the problem. For solving the mentioned problem, existing methods
based on two solving strategies are introduced and discussed.
4.1 Problem statement and analysis
The problem of DfD can be expressed as: given N images {gMn|1 ≤ n ≤ N, n ∈
Z+, N ∈ Z+} captured with known camera settings from the same view, how to
extract the defocus information encoded in images and use it to do depth estimation.
Particularly, within this thesis, changing camera setting is restricted to changing
the aperture shape. In addition, N is limited to either 1 or 2, for practical usage
considerations.
Since it is assumed that both the camera and 3D scene are fixed, the depth infor-
mation remains unchanged in all images. As shown in the image formation model
given in 3.11, the depth information is encoded according to PSFs. In addition,
the model also shows that the depth information DN is independent to the scene
intensity function f0N , which is also unknown, and estimating f
0
N is known as the
problem of the image restoration. Nevertheless, both problems are challenging since
they are ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard, who suggested that a physically mean-
ingful model should satisfy three properties [4]:
1) a solution exists;
2) the solution is unique;
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3) the solution depends continuously on initial conditions.
This ill-posedness comes due to the fact that the scene information is not completely
recorded in images, which is best viewed in the continuous case. Mainly there are
two reasons of losing information. One is that a camera imaging system is band-
limited. It means that in the frequency domain, the optical transfer function (OTF)
of a camera, denoted by K (ξ), tends to zeros in the high frequency zone, due to the
finite size of imaging lens. The other is that even within the band of K (ξ), it may
have zeros at certain frequencies. Consequently, g0, as a degraded representation of
f 0, does not contain complete information any more, since in the frequency domain,
we have
G0 (ξ) = K (ξ)F 0 (ξ) . (4.1)
As a consequence of this incompleteness, there are multiple pairs of K and F 0 that
satisfy Eq. ( 4.1). For example, when G0 (ξ) = 0 for certain ξ, it may be K (ξ) = 0
or F 0 (ξ) = 0, or both. Clearly, this makes both depth estimation and image
restoration impossible to be solved uniquely, so it violates the second condition of
Hadamard, which makes the problems ill-posed [4].
How to treat f0N lead to two categories of DfD solving strategies. One solves depth
estimation and image restoration simultaneously since both are demanded in many
applications; while the other bypasses the image restoration and directly focuses on
the depth estimation.
Regarding the resolution, since both DN and f0N are recorded with the same image
resolution, during the discussion within this thesis, both problems are solved on the
image grid including all pixels. The former, an estimated depth information of image
resolution, is known as the dense depth map and is denoted by DM ; the latter, a
restored scene intensity function of image resolution, is viewed as the all-in-focus
image and is denoted by fM .
4.2 Solving strategies: restoration based
In this section, a class of methods that follow the restoration-based strategy are
introduced. In general, methods following this strategy try to obtain the depth map
and the restored image simultaneously, and very often the quality of estimated depth
map depends on the quality of the restored image and vice versa.
The problems are usually analysed by using Bayesian methods, for two reasons. One
is that the formation of an image is a random process due to the existence of noise, so
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it is natural to use statistical methods to treat the problem. The other is that since
both problems are ill-posed due to the incompleteness of information, additional
information, or constraints, must be introduced as a compensation, and Bayesian
methods are convenient for allowing introducing complex a priori information, e.g.
information that is hard to be explicitly given in formulae.
Under the Bayesian method, the depth map DM and the all-in-focus image fM as
well as the captured image gM and noise ωM are all viewed as random variables
with probability distributions, denoted by p (DM ), p (fM ), p (gM ) and pωM (ωM ),
respectively. Particularly, the joint distribution of DM , fM and gM , denoted by
p (DM ,fM , gM ), gives a complete probabilistic description of the whole system,
since it covers all variables of interest. By using Bayes’ rule, we have
p (DM ,fM , gM ) = p (DM ,fM |gM ) p (gM )
= p (gM |DM ,fM ) p (DM ) p (fM ) . (4.2)
When captured images, which are observations of variable gM , are taken into ac-
count, we have
p
(
D,fM |gM1,...,N
)
∝ p
(
gM1,...,N |DM ,fM
)
p (DM ) p (fM ) . (4.3)
In Eq. ( 4.3), p (DM ) and p (fM ) are prior distributions of DM and fM , respec-
tively. They contain a priori information and thus introduce additional constraints
to the system. p
(
gM1,...,N |DM ,fM
)
is the likelihood measuring the probabil-
ity that images are generated by the scene information DM and fM . Finally,
p
(
D,fM |gM1,...,N
)
is known as the joint posterior distribution of DM and fM ,
and it is the distribution of interest since the pair {DM ∗,fM ∗} maximising this
distribution is considered as the best solution of the problem. That is, the problem
is presented as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability estimation,
DM
∗,fM
∗ = arg max
DM ,fM
p
(
DM ,fM |gM1,...,N
)
= arg max
DM ,fM
p
(
gM1,...,N |DM ,fM
)
p (DM ) p (fM )
= arg max
DM ,fM
N∏
n=1
{
p
(
gMn|DM ,fM
)}
p (DM ) p (fM )
= arg max
DM ,fM
N∏
n=1
{
pωM
(
gMn −HCMn ,DMfM
)}
p (DM ) p (fM ) , (4.4)
where Eq. ( 4.4) is obtained by using the model given in Eq. ( 3.11), which implies
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that
p
(
gMn|DM ,fM
)
= pωM (ωM )
= pωM
(
gMn −HCMn ,DMfM
)
, (4.5)
and CM denotes effective camera settings and is defined in a similar way to DM .
The function in Eq. ( 4.4) can be maximised directly if proper distributions are
chosen, and it gives a global solution for the problem, c.f. [38]. However, directly
acquiring global solutions requires an explicit mathematical model of PSF, which
may not be accurately known in certain cases. A more accurate way is to work on
PSFs captured at a finite set of pre-sampled depths K, since experimentally modelled
PSFs are of better accuracy [10]. Moreover, taking the advantage of locally space
invariant assumption made in Section 3.2, in a sub-domain L, i.e. a square patch
centred in the l-th pixel, the system can be treated as space invariant and thus CL
and DL are determined to be uniform. Since no occlusion exists and the camera
setting CL is assumed to be known (see Section 4.1),DL andHCL,DL form am one-
to-one mapping. That is, locally estimating depth is equivalent to determining the
correct PSF, which simplifies the problem to a large extent. Therefore, the problem
stated in Eq. ( 4.4) is to be solved patch-wisely, as follows,
DM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg max
dk,fM
∑
L
N∏
n=1
{
pωM
(
gMn − hcn,dk ⊗ fM
)}
p (fM ) , dk ∈ K.
(4.6)
Notice that p (DM ) is dropped since within the patch L, it is a constant.
In order to solve Eq. ( 4.6), proper probability distributions must be chosen. In most
of the cases, the noise ωM can be assumed to be a multivariate white Gaussian noise
with distribution ωM ∼ N (0, σ2I), where σ2 is the noise variance and I represents
an identity matrix. Therefore, we have gM ∼ N (HCM ,DMfM , σ2I). However, for
choosing the prior distribution p (fM ), care must be taken. A good prior should
reflect the properties that a potential solution should have. For the image prior
selection, one good way is to use natural image statistics. Statistics show that
in the spatial domain, the output obtained by applying derivative-like filters on a
natural image form a distribution that is peaked at zero and heavy tailed, which
means that natural images are more likely to be smooth and have sparse edges. In
the frequency domain, the power spectra of natural images tend to be dominated
by the low frequency components and the weights of frequency components fall off
as
1
ξ2
, and this is known as the
1
ξ
law [57]. Those two statistical observations are
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consistent, since sharper edges correspond to higher frequency components.
Two examples of image prior consistent with statistical observations are given by
Levin et al. [23] and Zhou et al. [60] in the spatial domain and the frequency domain,
respectively. In [23], a sparse derivatives prior is designed as
p (fM ) ∝ exp
(
−ρ (∇vfM ) + ρ (∇hfM )
2
)
, (4.7)
where∇v and∇h are derivative operators taking the gradient of image in the vertical
direction and the horizontal direction, respectively; and ρ is selected to be a function
with heavy-tail, for example, ρ (z) = ‖z‖0.80.8, where ‖ ‖p denotes the p-norm. On the
other hand, in [60], an image prior given in the frequency domain is directly learnt
from a set of natural images. The image prior used in [60] is of the type
p (FM ) ∝ exp
(−0.5 ‖Ψ • FM‖22) , (4.8)
where • denotes the element-wise multiplication, Ψ is a linear weight matrix, and
it can be learnt as
|Ψ (ξ) |2 = 1∫
F 0M
|F 0M (ξ) |2µ
(
F 0M
) , (4.9)
where | |2 denotes the element-wise square operation and µ (F 0M) is the possibility
measure of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of an all-in-focus image f0M . In the
spatial domain, by applying gM ∼ N (HCM ,DMfM , σ2I) and Levin’s image prior
given in Eq. ( 4.7) to the problem described in Eq. ( 4.6), we have
DM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg max
dk,fM
∑
L
N∏
n=1
{
pωM
(
gMn −Hcn,dkfM
)}
p (fM )
= arg max
dk,fM
∑
L
N∏
n=1
e
−0.5
σ2
‖gMn−Hcn,dkfM‖22
 e
−ρ (∇vfM ) + ρ (∇hfM )
2

= arg min
dk,fM
∑
L
N∑
n=1
(∥∥gMn −Hcn,dkfM∥∥22)+ σ2 (ρ (∇vfM ) + ρ (∇hfM )) .
(4.10)
Please notice that the selection of both noise and image prior are not necessarily
restricted to be from the exponential family. However, such choices make the ana-
lytical derivation possible, as shown in Eq. ( 4.10). Here it is worth mentioning that
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the inclusion of the prior information in Bayesian methods serves as a regularisation.
Although the problem given in Eq. ( 4.10) is clear, its solution is hard to acquire.
A general procedure is to separate the problem into two parts [23], [53]. In the first
part, the aim is to acquire a restored image fˆ
k
M for each given depth dk ∈ K, as
fˆ
k
M = arg min
fM
N∑
n=1
(∥∥gMn −Hcn,dkfM∥∥22)+ σ2 (ρ (∇vfM ) + ρ (∇hfM )) , (4.11)
and it can be minimised by using, e.g. iterative re-weighted least squares(IRLS)
algorithms [22] in the spatial domain.
In the second part, those restored images fˆ
k
M and corresponding pre-sampled PSF
sets
{
hcn,dk
}
are put in pairs. For example, the k-th pair is
{
fˆ
k
M ,
{
hcn,dk
}}
. The
estimated local depth map and the local restored image are selected from those
pairs, and the pair that locally maximises the likelihood function is thought to be
the optimal choice. This maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is shown as follows,
DM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg max
dk,fˆ
k
M
∑
L
p
(
gM1,...,N |dk, fˆ
k
M
)
= arg max
dk,fˆ
k
M
∑
L
p
(
gM1,...,N |hc1,dk , ...,hcN ,dk , fˆ
k
M
)
= arg min
dk,fˆ
k
M
∑
L
N∑
n=1
(∥∥∥gMn −Hcn,dk fˆkM∥∥∥2
2
)
. (4.12)
This procedure is repeated for all pixels.
The problem described in Eq. ( 4.6) can also be solved in the frequency domain, as
presented in [60]. According to the Parseval’s theorem, the Fourier transform is an
unitary operator. For the discrete case, the following relation exists,
‖z [n]‖22 =
1
N
‖Z (ξ)‖22 . (4.13)
By applying Eq. ( 4.13) to Eq. ( 4.10) and replacing image prior with Eq. ( 4.8), in
the frequency domain, the problem becomes
DM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg min
dk,fM
∑
L
N∑
n=1
(∥∥GMn −Hcn,dk • FM∥∥22)+ ‖W • FM‖22 , dk ∈ K,
(4.14)
where W = σΨ.
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of the principle of restoration-based strategy.
To solve 4.14, the same procedure is used. In the first part, the aim is to acquire
the DFT of the restored image Fˆ
k
M for each depth dk ∈ K, as
Fˆ
k
M = arg min
FM
N∑
n=1
(∥∥GMn −Hcn,dk • FM∥∥22)+ ‖W • FM‖22 , (4.15)
and it can be solved by using a (generalised) Wiener filter in the frequency do-
main [60], as
Fˆ
k
M =
∑
nGMn • H¯cn,dk∑
n |Hcn,dk |2 + |W |2
, (4.16)
where |W |2 is a matrix representing the noise-to-signal ratio (NSR).
In the second part, those DFTs Fˆ
k
M of restored images are transferred back to the
spatial domain as fˆ
k
M and associated with the corresponding pre-sampled PSF set{
hcn,dk
}
at depth dk. Then a MLE is solved on those pairs
{
fˆ
k
M ,
{
hcn,dk
}}
as
follows,
DM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg min
dk,fˆ
k
M
∑
L
N∑
n=1
(
‖gMn − hcn,dk ⊗ fˆ
k
M‖22
)
. (4.17)
This procedure is repeated for all pixels.
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The procedure of algorithms following the restoration-based solving strategy is clear.
As shown in Figure 4.1, a captured image patch can be thought as generated by
the ground truth all-in-focus image patch and PSF. Ideally, when the correct PSF
is selected, the estimated image patch and this PSF should be able to produce a
simulated image patch that is similar to the captured one, measured according to a
certain criterion. If an incorrect PSF is used, errors will be introduced in both the
image restoration step and the image simulation step, and thus the simulated image
patch will be less similar to the captured one. So it is obvious that the quality of
the restored image is important. Thus, a failure in the image restoration produces
erroneous results.
4.3 Solving strategies: restoration free
In Section 4.2, depth estimation is achieved based on the result of image restora-
tion. However, it is not strictly necessary to restore the all-in-focus image, since the
defocus blur cue is encoded by the PSF, which is independent to the all-in-focus
image. Thus, in this section, a restoration-free strategy is applied to directly solve
the problem of depth map estimation, and two ideas under this strategy are intro-
duced. Please notice that during the discussion below, only a single image is used
for notation simplicity.
The principle behind this restoration-free strategy is that different PSFs have differ-
ent power spectra, which modify scene intensity functions differently, e.g. eliminat-
ing different frequency components. Consequently, corresponding noise-free images
of scene intensity functions modified by the same PSF share a common frequency
support, which is defined as all frequencies with non-zero responses.
Two ideas emerge about utilising the frequency supports of PSFs. One is that noise-
free images degraded by the same PSF share a common frequency support and thus
form a subspace of the image space. If the noise does not exist, depth estimation
can be done by finding the most suitable subspace where each image patch lies.
However, in most of the cases, it is unrealistic to ignore noise. Noise, which is
not band-limited, can randomly change the power spectrum of an image and thus
make the image deviated from its subspace. Especially, the influence of noise is
heavy on frequency components where they should be zeros or negligible values,
which are actually important and utilised in depth estimation, as will be discussed
in Section 5.1. Therefore, in order to apply this idea, a band-limiting operator PB
projecting the image patch to the frequency support B of a PSF is needed [4].
For a PSF hc,d at depth d, the corresponding band-limiting operator Pc,dB can be
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implemented as a filter designed either in the frequency domain or in the spatial
domain. In the frequency domain, a filter P c,d is proposed by Lin et al. [26], as
P c,d (ξ) =
1, Hc,d (ξ) 6= 00, Hc,d (ξ) = 0, (4.18)
where Hc,d (ξ) is the DFT of the PSF hc,d.
In the spatial domain, on the other hand, instead of finding an operator projecting
image patches to the subspace, Martinello and Favaro [29] attempt to find an oper-
ator projecting image patches to the orthogonal space of the subspace defined by a
PSF. For a PSF hc,d at depth d, the corresponding orthogonal operator is denoted
by H⊥c,d and it can be learnt from training images. Given a set of all-in-focus im-
ages of the same size, when they are blurred by the same PSF, the resulting set of
noise-free images will be all in the subspace defined by this PSF. If we arrange all
those all-in-focus images for training in a matrix F 0train, where each column of it is
an image vector, the noise-free defocused images can also be represented as a matrix
G0train,d, and
G0train,d = Hc,dF
0
train. (4.19)
Particularly, when the training set is sufficiently large, it can be assumed that
columns of G0train,d span the subspace defined by the PSF h
c,d [12]. Since H⊥c,d
projects image vectors onto the subspace perpendicular to the subspace defined by
Hc,d, we should have
∥∥H⊥c,dG0∥∥2 = 0. By applying singular value decomposition
(SVD) on G0train,d, we have G
0
train,d = USV
∗, where S contains singular values, and
they are assumed to be sorted as from the largest value to the smallest value. Then
the matrix U can be separated into two parts like U = [U+,U 0] in accordance
with the corresponding singular values, where U 0 corresponds to close to zero, or
negligible, singular values. Therefore, H⊥c,d can be defined as
H⊥c,d = U 0U
T
0 . (4.20)
It is important to notice that, since the resultingH⊥c,d is learnt from training images,
when the size of training images is sufficiently large, it inherently contains image
statistics results [29] that serve as a regularisation as discussed in Section 4.2.
Similar to the procedure presented in Section 4.2, depth estimation is solved pixel-
wise with PSFs pre-sampled at a finite set of depths K, and it is also done in two
parts.
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The first part is to construct filters at all depth dk ∈ K. For each PSF hc,dk , the
corresponding filter can be constructed in the frequency domain denoted by P c,dk (ξ)
as shown in Eq. ( 4.18), or in the spatial domain denoted byH⊥c,dk using Eq. ( 4.20).
Then in the second part, constructed filters are applied to each image patch gL,
which is centred in the l-th pixel, of the same size as training images, and the one
leading to the minimum residual error indicates the most suitable subspace of this
image patch. That is,
DM
∗[l] = arg min
dk
∑
L
∥∥gM − pc,dk ⊗ gM∥∥22 , (4.21)
where pc,dk is inverse DFT of P c,d (ξ); or,
DM
∗[l] = arg min
dk
∥∥H⊥dkgL∥∥22 . (4.22)
This procedure is repeated for all pixels.
In the first idea, depth estimation is done by finding the most suitable subspace
for an image. However, instead of utilising the whole subspace, a few of features
may be enough to distinguish images modified by different PSFs. This is the second
idea under the restoration-free strategy, and it can be done by using local frequency
component analysis, as suggested by e.g. [7], [62], [6].
In this case, under the locally space invariant assumption, the depth estimation is
formulated as a MLE problem as follows
D∗ = arg max
d
p
(R|hc,d,Q) , (4.23)
where R represents the features extracted by a filter bank F , and Q denotes any
information other than the PSF, which may be related to all-in-focused image or
noise.
Specifically, Zhu et al. [62] employed a Gabor filter bank F = {ti} to extract features
of the derivative of an image g∇M locally, and the extracted features can be denoted
by
{
g∇M i
}
, where
ti [m] = n [m] exp
(−j2pimξTi ) (4.24)
g∇M i [m] = g
∇
M [m]⊗ ti [m] , (4.25)
where n [m] is a 2D Gaussian function. Then the likelihood distribution of the
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extracted features of g∇M is modelled as
p
(R|hc,d,Q) = p ({|g∇M i [m] |2} |hc,d, s)
=
∏
i
Exp
(
|g∇M i [m] |2;
1
sσ2h,j + σ
2
ω,i
)
, (4.26)
where Exp is the exponential distribution, s is the local variance of the derivative
of all-in-focus image f∇M , since f
∇
M ∼ N (0, s) is assumed;
{
σ2h,i
}
and
{
σ2ω,i
}
are
extracted spectrum of the PSF and noise, respectively, defined as
σ2h,i = ‖h⊗ ti‖22 (4.27)
σ2ω,i = σ
2
ω‖∇ti‖22, (4.28)
where σ2ω is the variance of Gaussian noise, and ∇ is the derivative operator. Since
s is unknown due to the lack of prior information, it is generally estimated by
maximising the likelihood given in Eq. ( 4.26) when h is fixed [62]. That is,
p
({|g∇M i [m] |2} |hc,d) ∝ p ({|g∇M i [m] |2} |hc,d, sˆh) , (4.29)
where
sˆh = arg max
s
p
({|g∇M i [m] |2} |hc,d, s) . (4.30)
On the other hand, instead of using a large filter bank to extract most of frequency
components, Burge and Geisler [6] employed a statistical learning algorithm, which
is known as accuracy maximising analysis (AMA) [13], to learn an optimal filter
bank, which extracts only a few of key spatial frequency features for distinguishing
different depth, from training images. That is, AMA does dimensionality reduction.
Once the filter bank F is determined, it is applied to a training set containing images
blurred by the same PSF to learn the corresponding likelihood function, which is
fitted to a multivariate Gaussian distribution, as
p
(R|hc,d,Q) = p ({|FgM |2} |hc,d) ∼ N (µ,Σ) , (4.31)
where µ and Σ are the mean and covariance matrix of the feature vectors of training
images, respectively [6].
The procedure of depth estimation again contains two parts, and it is done patch-
wisely with PSFs pre-sampled at a finite set of depths K. In the first part, for each
dk ∈ K, a filter bank Fdk for feature extraction is either calculated by using Eq. (
4.24) or learnt from a training set via AMA.
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Figure 4.2 Left: Illustration of a N4 neighbourhood. Right: Illustration of a N8 neigh-
bourhood.
The second part is MLE. The filter bank is applied to each image patch gL, and
extracted feature spectra are denoted by RgL . Depth estimation is done by finding
the PSF that maximises the likelihood function, as follows
DM
∗[l] = arg max
dk
p
(RgL |hc,dk) . (4.32)
The procedure is repeated for all pixels.
4.4 Depth map post-processing
Aforementioned methods are all based on the local space-invariant assumption and
solve depth estimation locally. In these cases, the resulting depth map DM is
considered as a raw depth map.
An improvement can be achieved by employing Markov random field (MRF) to
post-process the raw depth map. A MRF is analysed in the Bayesian framework by
introducing a smoothness prior to depth map. When the restoration-based strategy
is used, it is
DM
∗,fM
∗ = arg max
DM ,fM
N∏
n=1
{
p
(
gMn|HCMn ,DMfM
)}
p (DM ) p (fM ) , (4.33)
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while for methods of the restoration-free strategy, it becomes
DM
∗ = arg max
DM
N∏
n=1
{
p
({FgMn} |HCMn ,DM ,Q)} p (DM ) . (4.34)
In both cases, the prior distribution p (DM ) is usually a Gibbs distribution, which
is in the exponential family. Particularly, the negative log of p (DM ) can be repre-
sented as
− log p (DM ) =
∑
(i,j)∈N
Vi,j (di, dj) , (4.35)
where V is a potential function and (i, j) denotes a pair of neighbouring pixels [5].
Commonly the neighbourhood N used for depth estimation are N4 and N8, and
they mean that the estimated depth at a particular pixel is influenced by its four
direct neighbours (N4) or additionally four diagonal neighbours (N8), as shown in
Figure 4.2. Finally, Eq. ( 4.33) or Eq. ( 4.34) can be solved by using e.g. Graph
cuts [5].
34
5. CODED APERTURE: REVIEW AND
DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, the key technique of this thesis, referred to as coded aperture, is
introduced as a tool improving the performance of DfD. Traditionally, DfD uses
images captured by off-the-shelf cameras, whose apertures are of circular or hexag-
onal shape. However, the coded aperture approach uses cameras with masks on
their aperture positions. The masks follow specific codes, therefore, the term “coded
aperture” is used. For coded aperture, understanding its principle and designing
optimised mask patterns are two aspects of importance. This chapter starts with
motivating the use of coded masks. Then it presents its principle of operation and
discusses two strategies of designing optimised mask patterns.
5.1 PSF modification
As shown in Chapter 4, the DfD is done by comparing candidate PSFs with the
PSF encoded in images, where similarity is measured by certain criteria, e.g. some
energy functions. A good energy function is expected to be minimised when two
PSFs are the same, while high values are given if they are different, and the value
is proportional to the amount of difference. However, for existing energy functions,
two PSFs derived from a conventional aperture cause a small difference, even when
two PSFs differ considerably. Also, the corresponding subspaces of those PSFs are
largely overlapping. Further, a conventional aperture has a symmetrical shape,
which leads to similar blurring effect on different sides of the focused distance. So
when only a single image is available, distinguishing sides is challenging, and this is
known as sign problem [45]. Those problems not only limit the depth resolution of
DfD, but also make it prone to noise.
Intuitively, the reason causing this insignificant difference is that the defocus PSF
derived from a conventional aperture works like a low-pass filter, which attenuates
high frequency components heavily. Therefore, the comparison is done only with
remained low frequency components. In addition, the lack of high frequency com-
ponents makes image restoration, if required, considerably difficult. That is, the
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Figure 5.1 The Fourier transforms of PSFs from conventional and coded aperture at
three different scales in 1D case [23]. Reprinted by permission. c©2007 Association for
Computing Machinery, Inc.
blurring effect of a conventional PSF is undesired [17]. However, two major ques-
tions remain untouched: what is the desired blurring effect and which kind of mask
pattern achieves it?
Regarding the first question, the most important works were done by Dowski and
Cathey [8], [9]. Their significant contribution is a necessary condition for single im-
age depth estimation via defocus blur cue, which says that the frequency responses
of a PSF must have regions of zeros in its frequency response. This necessary con-
dition reveals that the depth information lies in the zero-crossings of the frequency
responses of the PSF, and the positions of zero-crossings need to be changing with
the depth. They also experimentally noticed that it would be better if the zero-
crossings appear periodically and if the PSF’s frequency responses are as high as
possible at non-zero parts, especially in the vicinity of zero-crossings [8]. By taking
into account the noise effect, Levin et al. [23] further pointed out that for the depth
estimation purpose, it would be better if zero-crossings are at low frequencies. This
is because most of images’ energies are concentrated at low frequencies, so zero-
crossings at these regions will be clearly distinguishable and thus be more robust to
noise. On the other hand, during studying wave-front coding, Dowski and Cathey [9]
pointed out that for image restoration, it is preferred to modify the frequency re-
sponses of a PSF in such a way that it has a wide passband without zero-crossings,
since information will be lost at zero-crossings. Therefore, depth estimation and
image restoration set different, even contradictory, preference on the frequency re-
sponse of PSF. However, as illustrated on the left of Figure 5.1, where a 1D slice of
the frequency responses of three PSFs derived from a conventional aperture at dif-
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ferent depths are compared, it is obvious that zero-crossings are unclear and largely
overlapping rather than being depth dependent and the passbands are all narrow.
That is, a conventional aperture satisfies neither of the requirements well, and this
observation supports the intuitive opinion. The design of desired PSFs can be done
by inserting a mask with certain pattern on the position of the aperture. When a
coded mask is inserted, the frequency responses of its PSF is modified accordingly.
As a comparison to the conventional aperture case, a similar figure for the case of a
coded aperture for the depth estimation purpose is given in the right of Figure 5.1,
where zero-crossings are more clear and less overlapping, which makes the depth
discrimination easier.
The above discussion gives a clear direction for the mask pattern design. It also indi-
cates that different tasks need different, even conflicting, modifications. Therefore,
generally there is no universal optimised pattern for all purposes, but for a special
purpose, a task specific mask pattern can be optimised to achieve the desired mod-
ification. For this reason, Hiura and Matsuyama made an insightful statement that
designing desired blurring effect is the essence of DfD [17].
5.2 Masks pattern design: early examples
Before introducing the general framework for mask pattern design, two pioneering
works on the mask design for the camera imaging system are presented.
To our knowledge, the first important mask design work for the camera imaging
system was reported by Dowski and Cathey [8] for the depth estimation purpose. In
their work, they found a simple mask leading to PSFs with depth dependent zero-
crossings in the frequency domain. However, the method they used to find such
a simple mask can only produce masks with low optical efficiency (∼ 4%), which
means that most of the light is blocked by the mask. This problem was solved by
summing up this simple mask, known as the reference mask, with multiple dual
masks. Those dual masks are of high optical efficiency, and adding them has little
effects on the positions of zero-crossings of PSFs derived from the reference mask.
Finally, they obtained a mask with 32% optical efficiency.
Another important work was done by Farid and Simoncelli [11], who designed a pair
of optical masks for depth estimation. One mask is of a Gaussian pattern M (u);
the pattern of the other mask is the derivative of this Gaussian pattern M ′ (u),
performing as a differential operator on the image. However, this pair is not directly
usable since the differentiation mask contains negative values. An appropriate mask
pair was obtained by a combination of the original masks.
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These two examples together reveal two options of the mask design. One option is
that the mask could be of either binary or continuous values. The advantage of a
binary mask is its easy manufacture, since the accurate constructions of masks of
continuous values are practically difficult [23]. However, a continuous mask offers
more degrees of freedom for the pattern design over a binary mask. The other option
is that one can design either a single mask or a pair of (or multiple) masks. For a
single mask design, generally its optical efficiency should be taken into consideration,
while for a pair of masks, the relationship between two masks is of prime attention.
5.3 Masks pattern design: brute force search
In this section, as a standard problem-solving strategy, the brute force search is
utilised to design an optimised single mask or an optimised pair of masks, which
can enhance the performance of DfD and/or image restoration.
There are two stages in the mask design, namely generation and testing. As men-
tioned in Section 3.3, an aperture pattern can be considered a combination of several
basic patterns. In the generation stage, for simplicity, it is common to view the full
aperture A as a square rather than a circle. In addition, this square aperture can
be assumed to be formed by an n×n uniform grid of small squares, and those small
squares are considered as elementary apertures Ai. If we further assume that within
the area of each elementary aperture, the aperture has an uniform transmission
efficiency ai, then we have
A =
n2∑
i=1
aiAi. (5.1)
More importantly, when n is fixed, {ai} gives a complete representation of an aper-
ture pattern, thus designing a mask pattern is equivalent to determining the coeffi-
cients {ai}.
There are two considerations about Eq. ( 5.1). One is about the number of ba-
sic squares n. Obviously, when n is large, a fine mask pattern can be expected.
However, using a large n causes both computational and physical problems, since
it increases the number of variables quadratically and decreases the size of each
elementary aperture. When the size of each elementary aperture is too small, the
influence of diffraction would be heavy, which makes applying the simple geometrical
optics model unreasonable. Therefore, n should be chosen properly. For example,
Levin et al. set n = 13, corresponding to a 1 mm2 block in their case [23]. The
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other consideration is about the range of each ai. Generally, as a coefficient rep-
resenting transmission efficiency, ai could take any value between 0 and 1, from
completely blocking to completely transmitting. However, it makes the searching
space infinitely large and intractable. Therefore, when the brute force strategy is
employed, generally the value of ai is restricted to be either 0 or 1, which means
either close or open, and it leads to a binary mask.
Taking into consideration those practical issues mentioned above, there are 2n2 pos-
sibilities in total for a single binary mask case, while for the case of a pair of binary
masks, the number becomes 4n2 . In order to find the optimised mask pattern, usu-
ally a large set of binary masks is randomly sampled as candidates. Additional
constraints may be applied to this sampled set to eliminate unwanted candidates.
For example, from a manufacturing point of view, the pattern should lead to a com-
plete mask without unconnected floating parts [23]; or the pattern should have a
sufficiently large optical efficiency [30]. Then, for each valid candidate, a set of PSFs
are derived from it at a set of depths K.
In the testing stage, those valid candidates are evaluated. In order to do evaluation,
proper criteria should be defined in accordance with the task, and quite often criteria
are defined based on a certain kind of solving strategy.
For designing a single mask for DfD, Levin et al. [23] proposed a depth discrimination
criterion. As mentioned in Section 4.2, locally the depth is estimated by selecting the
PSF hdk that maximises the likelihood function p(gM |hdk) from pre-sampled PSFs
derived from the same aperture. Intuitively, p(gM |hdki ) and p(gM |hdkj ) should be
sufficiently different to distinguish any pair of PSFs. Based on this intuition, the
Kullback-Leibler(KL) divergence is used to measure the difference, as follows,
DKL
(
p
(
gM |hdki
)
, p
(
gM |hdkj
))
=∫
gM
p
(
gM |hdki
) (
log
(
p
(
gM |hdki
))− log (p(gM |hdkj)))µ (gM ) . (5.2)
For each mask candidate, the KL divergence given in Eq. ( 5.2) is calculated for
all pairs of corresponding PSFs at depths K, and the minimum value is set as the
score of this mask candidate. Finally, the mask candidate getting the highest value
is chosen as the optimised single mask for DfD purpose. For the case of n = 13, the
optimised mask is shown in Figure 5.2(a).
The problem of designing a single mask for image restoration is studied by Zhou
and Nayar [61]. In this case, the criterion is to minimise the expectation of the L2
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(a) Levin’s mask. (b) Zhou’s mask,
σ = 0.005.
(c) One of Zhou’s
pair, Zhou 1.
(d) One of Zhou’s
pair, Zhou 2.
(e) Sellent’s con-
tinuous mask.
(f) Sellent’s binary
mask.
(g) Sellent’s asym-
metric continuous
mask.
(h) Sellent’s asym-
metric binary
mask.
(i) One of Sellent’s
continuous pair.
(j) One of Sellent’s
binary pair.
(k) One of Sell-
ent’s continuous
pair.
(l) One of Sellent’s
binary pair.
Figure 5.2 Examples of optimised mask patterns.
Table 5.1 Genetic algorithm for aperture pattern optimisation (adapted from Table 1
in [61]). Reprinted by permission. c©2009 IEEE
STEPS:
1 : Initialise: g = 0; randomly generate S binary sequences of length n2.
2 : For g = 1 : G
2a : Selection: For each sequence h, the corresponding H in the fre-
quency domain is calculated and then evaluated by using Eq. ( 5.5).
Only the best M out of S sequences are selected.
2b : Repeat until the number of sequences increase from M to S.
-Crossover: Duplicate two randomly chosen sequences from the
M sequences of Step 2a, align them, and exchange each pair of corre-
sponding bits with a probability of p1, to obtain two new sequences.
-Mutation: For each newly generated sequence, flip each bit with
a probability p2.
3 : End for
4 : Evaluate all the remaining sequences using Eq. ( 5.5) and output the
best one.
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norm of the difference between the DFT of a restored image FˆM and the DFT of
the ground truth FM in the frequency domain, as follows,
R
(
H ,F 0M ,W
)
= E
∥∥∥FˆM − F 0M∥∥∥2
2
, (5.3)
whereW is the same as defined in Eq. ( 4.14). By assuming a White Gaussian noise
with distribution ωM ∼ N (0, σ2I) and using Eq. ( 3.15) and Eq. ( 4.16), we have
R
(
Hd,F
0
M ,W
)
= E
∥∥∥FˆM − F 0M∥∥∥2
2
= E
∥∥∥∥Ω •H − F 0M • |W |2|H|2 + |W |2
∥∥∥∥2
2
=
∥∥∥∥ σH|H|2 + |W |2
∥∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥∥ F 0M • |W |2|H|2 + |W |2
∥∥∥∥2
2
. (5.4)
Furthermore, F 0M is the DFT of a natural image, so it can be integrated out by
using
1
ξ
law stated in Section 4.2, then we have
R (H) =
∫
F 0M
R
(
H ,F 0M ,W
)
µ
(
F 0M
)
=
∑
ξ
σ2
|Hc,d (ξ) |2 + |σΨ (ξ) |2 , (5.5)
which shows that the noise level σ plays an important role in evaluating mask
patterns [61]. That is, for different noise levels, the optimised single mask pattern
for image restoration is different. For a fix noise level, a genetic algorithm is applied
to find the best mask pattern minimising Eq. ( 5.5), see Table 5.1 for detailed steps.
The optimised mask patterns for noise with σ = 0.005 is shown in Figure 5.2(b) as
an example. Similar procedures have also been applied by Masia et al. [30] to find
optimised single image restoration mask patterns with other criteria.
As discussed in Section 5.1, DfD and image restoration set contradictory require-
ments in PSFs, and thus a single mask cannot satisfy both of them simultaneously.
For this reason, Zhou et al. [59] studied the problem of designing a pair of comple-
mentary masks that satisfy both requirements. Based on the Bayesian analysis done
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in Section 4.2, we have
d∗,FM ∗ = arg max
d,FM
p (d,FM |GM1 ,GM2)
= arg min
d,FM
N∑
n=1
(∥∥GMn −Hcn,d • FM∥∥22)+ ‖W • FM‖22
= arg min
d,FM
E (d,FM |GM1 ,GM2) . (5.6)
Utilising Eq. ( 3.15) and Eq. ( 4.16), the ground truth all-in-focus image can be
represented as
F 0M =
GM1 • H¯c1,dGT +GM2 • H¯c2,dGT
|Hc1,dGT |2 + |Hc2,dGT |2 + |W |2 . (5.7)
Then, a new energy function depending only on PSFs can be obtained by substituting
Eq. ( 5.7) into Eq. ( 5.6) and integrating out F 0M according to
1
ξ
law, as follows,
E
(
d|Hc1,dGT ,Hc2,dGT , σ) = ∫
F 0M
E (d|GM1 ,GM2)µ
(
F 0M
)
=
∫
F 0M
E
(
d|F 0M ,Hc1,dGT ,Hc2,dGT , σ
)
µ
(
F 0M
)
=
∑
ξ
1
|Ψ|2
|Hc1,d •Hc1,dGT −Hc2,d •Hc2,dGT |2
|Hc1,d|2 + |Hc2,d|2 + |W |2 + σ
2
∑
ξ
[ |Hc1,dGT |2 + |Hc2,dGT |2 + |W |2
|Hc1,d|2 + |Hc2,d|2 + |W |2 + n
]
,
(5.8)
which measures the distance between a depth d to the ground truth depth dGT [60].
Then a criterion for mask pattern evaluation can be defined as
R
(
Hc1,dk ,Hc2,dk |dm, σ
)
= min
dk∈K/dm
E
(
dk|Hc1,dm ,Hc2,dm
)− E (dm|Hc1,dm ,Hc2,dm)
≈
∑
ξ
1
|Ψ|2
|Hc1,dk •Hc1,dm −Hc2,dk •Hc2,dm|2
|Hc1,dk |2 + |Hc2,dk |2 + |W |2 , (5.9)
where the middle depth dm ∈ K is selected as the ground truth depth, and all other
depths are compared with it. Based on this criterion, the same genetic algorithm
shown in Table 5.1 can be modified and applied to find an optimised mask pair. The
resulting mask pair is further refined to have higher resolution, and the counterparts
of resolution 33× 33 are shown in Figure 5.2(c) and Figure 5.2(d) [59].
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5.4 Masks pattern design: analytic search
The brute force search has been successfully used for designing binary masks. How-
ever, when it is used to design grey-scale masks, the problem becomes intractable.
In this section, an analytic search framework proposed by Sellent and Favaro [46] is
introduced to solve this problem.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, PSFs at different depths define different subspaces.
Therefore, for DfD, the distance between two subspaces can be used as a measure of
depth discrimination [29]. In order to employ this idea for evaluating mask patterns,
a sufficiently large set of natural images F 0train is included, so when those images
are blurred, they can be considered as spanning the whole subspace. Then, the
distance between two subspaces defined by PSFs ha,di and ha,dj can be defined as∑
f0M∈F 0train
∥∥∥PBiga,diM − PBjga,djM ∥∥∥2
2
, where a is a vector representing the aperture
shape, ga,dM = f
0
M ⊗ha,d is an image blurred by the PSF corresponding to the depth
d, and PB is the band-limiting operator as defined in Section 4.3, to eliminate the
influence of image texture. For each aperture a, PSFs are derived at a set of depths
K, so subspace distance is calculated pair-wise, and their summation is the object
function, written as [46]
E (a) =
∑
f0M∈F 0train
∑
di 6=dj
∥∥∥PBiga,diM − PBjga,djM ∥∥∥2
2
,∀di, dj ∈ K. (5.10)
According to the aperture superposition principle mentioned in Section 3.3, an image
blurred by a PSF at depth d can be represented as
PBga,dM = PB
[
g1,dM , ..., g
n2,d
M
]
a
= N da, (5.11)
where each column of N d is an image vector corresponding to an elementary aper-
ture.
Then function 5.10 can be simplified as
E (a) = aTMCAa, (5.12)
whereMCA =
∑
f0M∈F 0train
∑
di 6=dj
(
N di
)T
N di +
(
N dj
)T
N dj−2 (N di)T N dj . Tak-
ing into account a few of practical considerations, e.g. optical efficiency, the mask
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pattern design can be presented as a constraint optimisation problem,
a∗ = arg max
a
(aTMCAa+ λ ‖a‖22), (5.13)
with ‖a‖1 = 1 and ai ≥ 0. The value a∗ maximising Eq. ( 5.13) gives the optimised
single mask pattern for DfD, and the one with a 21 × 21 resolution is shown in
Figure 5.2(e) [46].
Particularly, when the depth set K contains depths on both sides of the focused
distance, Eq. ( 5.13) can be used to design an asymmetrical single mask pattern that
is able to solve the sign problem, and the resulting mask with a 13× 13 resolution
is shown in Figure 5.2(g) [45].
The function for designing a pair of mask patterns for DfD purpose can be easily
extended from Eq. ( 5.10) and Eq. ( 5.13), as
[a∗; b∗] = arg max
a,b
∥∥∥(gdia − gdib )− (gdja − gdjb )∥∥∥2
2
+ λ ‖a‖22 + λ ‖b‖22
= arg max
a,b
aTMCAa+ b
TMCAb− aTMCAb− bTMCAa+ λ ‖a‖22 + λ ‖b‖22
= arg max
[a;b]
[a; b]T M2CA [a; b] + λ ‖a‖22 + λ ‖b‖22 , (5.14)
with constraints that ‖a‖1 = 1, ‖b‖1 = 1, ai ≥ 0 and bi ≥ 0, where M2CA =[
MCA −MCA
−MCA MCA
]
. Notice that in Eq. ( 5.14), the projection operator disappears,
since now the influence of image texture is eliminated by comparing two images, i.e.
one is the reference of the other. The resulting [a∗; b∗] give the optimised mask
pattern pair for DfD, the pair with a 33 × 33 resolution is shown in Figure 5.2(i)
and Figure 5.2(k) [46].
The optimised grey-scale single mask pattern and mask pattern pair can also be re-
duced to binary mask patterns by setting a threshold, and the resulting binary coun-
terparts are shown in Figure 5.2(f), Figure 5.2(h), Figure 5.2(j) and Figure 5.2(l).
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6. CODED APERTURE: SIMULATIONS AND
EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, three implemented DfD algorithms are tested with images from
coded aperture cameras, in both simulated and real environments. The first algo-
rithm is denoted as Levin’s algorithm, which is a restoration-based algorithm re-
quiring a single image; the second algorithm is also a restoration-based one denoted
as Zhou’s algorithm, which requires two images. The principle behind both Levin’s
algorithm and Zhou’s algorithm is introduced in Section 4.2. The third algorithm is
a restoration-free algorithm requiring a single image, denoted as Favaro’s algorithm,
as presented in Section 4.3. The step-by-step procedures of three algorithms are
summarised in Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, respectively.
6.1 PSF
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the success of all DfD algorithms rely on having a
set of high quality PSFs. Therefore, in Section, the problem of acquiring PSFs is
addressed.
Generally, PSFs can be obtained by either measurements or calculations. For mea-
surement cases, there are two ways. A simple way is to generate a tiny point light
source and put it at the sampled depth, then the intensity normalised image of this
Table 6.1 The procedure of Levin’s algorithm.
INPUTS:
gM : captured image with coded aperture camera;
PSFs : PSFs pre-sampled at a set of depths K;
the PSF at depth dk is denoted as hc,dk ;
STEPS:
1 : For each PSF hc,dk at depth dk
2 : Obtain fˆ
k
M by solving Eq. ( 4.11)
3 : End for
4 : Obtain depth map by solving Eq. ( 4.12), ∀pixel
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Table 6.2 The procedure of Zhou’s algorithm.
INPUTS:(
gM1 , gM2
)
: captured images with different masks;
PSFs : PSF pairs pre-sampled at a set of depth K;
the PSF pair at depth dk is denoted as
(
hc1,dk ,hc2,dk
)
;
STEPS:
1 : For each PSFs pair
(
hc1,dk ,hc2,dk
)
at depth dk
2 : Obtain Fˆ
k
M by solving Eq. ( 4.16)
3 : End for
4 : Obtain depth map by solving Eq. ( 4.17), ∀pixel
Table 6.3 The procedure of Favaro’s algorithm.
INPUTS:
gM : captured image with coded aperture camera;
PSFs : PSFs pre-sampled at a set of depths K;
the PSF at depth dk is denoted as hc,dk ;
F 0train : a set of training images;
STEPS:
1 : For each PSF hc,dk at depth dk
2 : Obtain projection operator H⊥c,dk by using Eq. ( 4.19) and Eq. (
4.20)
3 : End for
4 : For each pixel l of the image
5 : Take the patch L centred in l and solve Eq. ( 4.22)
6 : End for
Figure 6.1 The test pattern proposed in [19].
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point light source is considered as the PSF at that depth. However, practically cre-
ating a near ideal point light source is challenging. For example, simply drilling an
opaque material and putting it in front of an uniform light source leads to a strong
diffraction effect, and thus the pattern of PSFs are largely destroyed [49]. Facing this
problem, a more complicate way is proposed by Joshi et al. [18] and Kee et al. [19].
In this method, instead of directly imaging a point light source, a fronto-parallel
plane with a specific pattern is put at the sampled depth and imaged. As shown in
Figure 6.1, an ideal pattern should contain edges of all directions, so that it can
record a 2D PSF completely. Since it is a known pattern, the PSF at that depth
can be obtained as
h∗ = arg min
h
∥∥gM − f 0M ⊗ h∥∥22 , (6.1)
where gM and f 0M are both known [18]. However, although this method eventually
gives accurate PSFs, it is impractical to always measure a set of PSFs together with
the scene images.
Fortunately, measuring PSFs is avoidable since PSFs can also be calculated. In
geometric optics case, a PSF is considered as a scaled version of aperture mask
pattern, assuming aberration-free lens. Thus, a PSF at depth d can be calculated as
follows: assuming that the depth d deviates from the focused distance df , as shown
in Figure 6.2, the continuous PSF can be obtained as
kd (y) = M
(
ld
ld − lf y
)
, (6.2)
whereM (y) denotes the mask function and lf =
(
1
f
− 1
df
)−1
and ld =
(
1
f
− 1
d
)−1
.
Then, this continuous PSF kd is sampled by the sensor grid as
hd [m] =
∫
Γ
pm (y) k
d (y) dy, (6.3)
and hd is the calculated discrete PSF at depth d.
On the other hand, the wave optics enables us to model PSFs more accurately by
taking into account diffraction effects. However, the derivation is more complicated.
Considering temporally coherent (monochromatic) as well as spatially coherent il-
lumination, let us start with the assumptions that we have ‘an equivalent’ thin lens
model for our camera imaging system where we can also assume that the place of
aperture and that of lens plane are coincident [3]. Furthermore, we assume that
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Figure 6.2 Illustration of defocus blur in coded aperture imaging system. Top: The PSF
of a point light source closer than the focused distance. Bottom: The PSF of a point light
source further than the focused distance.
we are using paraxial approximation [15] and thus utilise Fresnel diffraction model.
Finally, we also assume that the lens is aberration-free.
Let the lens aperture function be defined as
P (η) =
1, inside the lens aperture;0, otherwise. (6.4)
Following Figure 6.2, we have
U−M (η) = FPd
{
f 0 (x)
}
, (6.5)
U+M (η) = U
−
M (η)M (η)P (η) exp
(
−j pi
λf
(
η21 + η
2
2
))
, (6.6)
g0 (y) = FP lf
{
U+M (η)
}
, (6.7)
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where λ is the wavelength of monochromatic light, f is the focal length of the lens,
M (η) is the mask function, and FPz {U (x)} denotes the Fresnel propagation of
U (x) by distance z, given as
FPz {U (x)} , Uz (y)
=
exp
(
j
2piz
λ
)
jλz
∫∫
R2
U (x) exp
{
j
pi
λz
[(y1 − x1)2 + (y2 − x2)2]
}
dx1dx2.
(6.8)
In addition, U−M (η) and U
+
M (η) are the wave fields just before and just after the
lens plane, respectively. Hence, for a point light source p0 = [x0, d]
>, we have the
coherent impulse response kcoh as [15]
kdcoh (y;x0) =A (y,x0)
∫∫
R2
P˜ (η) exp
{
j
pizd(η
2
1 + η
2
2)
λ
}
exp
{
−j 2pi
λlf
[(y1 − αx01) η1 + (y2 − αx02) η2]
}
dη1dη2,
(6.9)
where
P˜ (η) = M (η)P (η) , (6.10)
zd =
1
d
+
1
lf
− 1
f
, (6.11)
α = − lf
d
, (6.12)
A (y,x0) =
exp
{
j
2pi
λ
(d+ lf )
}
λ2dlf
exp
{
j
pi
λlf
(
y21 + y
2
2
)}
exp
{
j
pi
λd
(
x201 + x
2
02
)}
.
(6.13)
Note that the imaging system is shift-invariant for the scaled scene coordinates
(x˜1, x˜2) = (αx1, αx2), i.e. kcoh is a function of (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2).
If the illumination is perfectly spatially incoherent, but still monochromatic, the
imaging system behaves linearly for intensity rather than amplitude, and in this
case, the incoherent impulse responses kinc is given in terms of the coherent PSF
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as [15], [55]
kdinc (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2) = |kdcoh (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2) |2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1λ2dlf
∫∫
R2
P˜ (η) exp
{
j
pizd (η
2
1 + η
2
2)
λ
}
exp
{
−j 2pi
λlf
[(y1 − x˜1) η1 + (y2 − x˜2) η2]
}
dη1dη2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(6.14)
The kdinc obtained for the monochromatic case can be further generalised to poly-
chromatic illumination, by taking into account all the desired spectral components
Λ. If the imaging for the monochromatic and spatially incoherent case is given as
g0 (y) =
∫∫
R2
f 0 (x˜;λ0) k
d
inc (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2, λ0) dx˜1dx˜2, (6.15)
then for the polychromatic case, it is
g0 (y) =
∫∫
R2
∫
Λ
f 0 (x˜;λ) kdinc (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2, λ) dλdx˜1dx˜2. (6.16)
From the imaging system point of view, a weighting can be applied to PSFs for
different λ’s so that a colour component with a particular spectral distribution can
be found as
g0 (y) =
∫∫
R2
∫
Λ
f 0 (x˜;λ) kdinc (y1 − x˜1, y2 − x˜2, λ)W (λ) dλdx˜1dx˜2, (6.17)
where W (λ) represents the spectral distribution of e.g. green colour for the sensor
detecting ‘green component’ of the incident light. In other words, it is the spectral
sensitivity for this particular sensor.
Some calculated PSFs with Levin’s mask are shown in Figure 6.3 as examples.
Those examples show that two methods lead to PSFs with different appearances,
especially when the scales of PSFs are not large. The reason is that the geometrical
optics is unrealistic in those areas and thus cannot produce accurate results. As the
PSF scale increases, the differences between the geometrical optics and the wave
optics becomes less significant, and that is the reason why PSFs obtained by two
methods become similar in large scale cases.
As required by algorithms introduced in Chapter 4, PSFs at a set of depths K should
be either measured or calculated in advance. Ideally, depths in K can be sampled
uniformly and densely. However, based on the depth-defocus blur degree relation
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 6.3 Examples of calculated PSFs for Levin’s mask case. (a)-(d) The PSFs cal-
culated based on the wave optics. (e)-(h) The PSFs calculated based on the geometrical
optics, with the same camera settings and at the same depths.
described in Figure 2.8, we can infer that for a fixed blur discrimination ability, the
depth resolution provided by the defocus blur cue decreases as the depth increases.
Thus, it is more reasonable to sample PSFs according to the blur discrimination
criterion. When the criterion is that two consecutive discrete PSFs must differ at
least one pixel in scale, it leads to a K containing non-uniform depths, where depths
can be found by calculating Eq. ( 2.2) with desired PSF scales Npixspix, where Npix
is the number of pixels and spix is the pixel pitch, which means the physical size of
a pixel. Specially, when the camera focuses at the infinity i.e. far away from the
camera, we have
d =
fdL
Npixspix
, (6.18)
From Eq. ( 6.18), we can infer that for a fixed amount of PSF scales change, a
smaller spix can lead to a finer depth variance. This observation suggests that using
smaller spix can achieve a higher depth resolution under the same blur discrimination
criterion. However, Eq. ( 2.2) gives a good depth set K if and only if a sufficiently
accurate equivalent thin-lens camera model is available. When this requirement is
unsatisfied, the depth set K can be obtained by uniformly sampling the depth range,
yet with a large interval to meet the blur discrimination criterion. The length of
this interval may be estimated by using Eq. ( 2.2). In addition, when a symmetrical
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(a) Sharp image. (b) Defocused Figure 6.4(a).
(c) Restored image provided by Levin’s algo-
rithm.
(d) Restored image provided by Zhou’s algo-
rithm.
Figure 6.4 Simple simulation.
mask is used, it is required to set focus such that the whole scene is on one side of
it, e.g. focusing in front of the scene, to avoid the sign problem, as mentioned in
Section 5.1.
6.2 Simulations
In this section, three implemented algorithms are tested with images ‘captured’ by
a virtual coded aperture camera. The testing contains two stages using different
simulation environments.
In the first stage, the aim is to verify the correctness of algorithms’ implementations.
Thus, the virtual scene f 0M is constructed to be a simple fronto-parallel plane, whose
texture is a combination of multiple natural images with different types of contents,
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Figure 6.5 Illustration of testing results.
Table 6.4 The virtual camera settings.
Item Value (mm)
aperture size : 16
focal length : 35
focused distance : 1500
pixel pitch : 0.006
as shown in Figure 6.4(a). Then a virtual coded aperture camera whose physical
parameters are summarised in Table 6.4 is used to ‘capture’ defocused images of
this scene. In order to eliminate the errors coming from the imperfection of the
model of camera imaging system and sampled PSFs, the defocused scene is gen-
erated by a simple convolution gM = f 0M ⊗ hd + ωM , where d is known to be
inside of the depth set K, and ωM is additive white Gaussian noise with mean 0
and variance 0.005. In our case, the virtual camera focuses at 1.5 metres, and 26
images with different defocus blur degrees of the plane are ‘captured’ by putting
it at 26 known depths, corresponding to PSF scales from 7 to 32 pixels. For cases
of testing Levin’s algorithm and Favaro’s algorithm, the virtual camera is equipped
with Levin’s mask; while for testing Zhou’s algorithm, Zhou’s mask pair is used in
turn to acquire a pair of images. An example image ‘captured’ with Levin’s mask
at depth corresponding to the PSF scale of 32 pixels is shown in Figure 6.4(b).
Please notice that those masks are selected for their demonstrated performance.
The results are summarised in Figure 6.5, which shows all three algorithms are
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well implemented, and the performance of all three algorithms decrease when the
PSF scale becomes larger, which suggests that all three algorithms may have limited
working range. Specifically, we notice that in this well controlled simulation envi-
ronment, Levin’s algorithm provides superb results, which is considerably better
than results provided by Zhou’s algorithm. Since both algorithms follow the same
strategy, we interpret this performance difference as a consequence of using differ-
ent image restoration methods, since under restoration-based strategy, the quality
of depth estimation depends on the quality of image restoration and vice versa, as
pointed out in Section 4.2. As mentioned in Section 4.2, image restoration in Levin’s
algorithm is done in the spatial domain by solving Eq. ( 4.11) via a IRLS algorithm,
which does not involve any inverse operation, e.g. division. The restored image of
Figure 6.4(b) is shown in Figure 6.4(c). While in Zhou’s algorithm, as shown in
Eq. ( 4.16), image restoration is done in the frequency domain via a (generalised)
Wiener filter, which involves DFT. The restored image from defocused images ‘cap-
tured’ with Zhou’s pair at depth corresponding to the PSF scale 32 pixels is shown
in Figure 6.4(d). Unlike Figure 6.4(c), Figure 6.4(d) suffer from ringing artefacts
near image boundaries, where the depth estimation fails. These ringing artefacts
are caused by DFT, which views the image as a periodic signal in both the spatial
and frequency domains. However, as a truncated recording of the scene, an image is
rarely periodic. Thus, when the left and right (or top and bottom) sides of images
have different values, leakage frequencies will be created. During the deconvolution
process, those leakage frequencies near the zero-crossings of the system OTF are
amplified and cause the ringing artefacts [58], [25]. This notification suggests that
the basic (generalised) Wiener filter used in Zhou’s algorithm should be modified by
e.g. windowing techniques [25], or we have to keep images having the same values at
corresponding boundaries, as we shall do in other simulations below. For Favaro’s
algorithm, the curve is in a zigzag shape, which indicates that subspaces defined by
PSFs are slightly overlapping, and the main reason of this overlapping is that PSFs
are not that distinguishable. Apart from this reason, the determination of the rank
of subspaces is also important and affects the results heavily. Unfortunately, cur-
rently the rank have to be determined based on experience since no reliable methods
have been reported, and this is a drawback of Favaro’s algorithm. However, once
the rank is determined, it will not change since it is independent from images.
In the second stage, a more realistic simulation environment is built for testing the
performance of algorithms. Unlike the simple fronto-parallel plane scene used in
the first stage, a real 3D scene usually contains objects of complicated surfaces,
and their textures may not always be rich. Therefore, as a 3D modelling software,
Blender [1] is employed and a ‘bear-shop’ scene is designed with it. As shown in
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(a) The 3D structure of bear shop scene. (b) A rendered all-in-focus image.
(c) The green channel of Figure 6.6(b). (d) The green channel of defocused image,
captured with Levin’s mask.
Figure 6.6 Illustration of the bear shop scene.
Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.6(b), this scene contains four parts: a cylinder, a bear,
a background and a ground, set at different depths. The aperture superposition
principle is employed to simulate defocused images ‘captured’ by coded aperture
cameras. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the image captured by a camera with an
arbitrary aperture mask pattern can be well approximated by a superposition of
images captured with elementary apertures. Since all three masks involved in this
simulation are designed by using brute force search as introduced in Section 5.3, it
is natural to use n × n small squares as elementary apertures, where n = 13 for
Levin’s mask and n = 33 for Zhou’s mask pair. Each elementary square aperture is
further divided into finer squares, e.g. k × k squares, whose size are small enough
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Figure 6.7 Illustration of shifting and averaging procedure for 1D case.
to be viewed as ‘pinhole’s.
Using the thin-lens model, the whole process can be summarised as follows: Firstly,
calculating the distance between lens and sensor plane according to the focused
distance, as
lf =
(
1
f
− 1
df
)−1
. (6.19)
This distance lf is used as the focal length of each ‘pinhole’ camera.
Secondly, the aperture is divided into m ×m small squares where m = k × n, and
they are viewed as m2 ‘pinhole’ apertures. For each ‘pinhole’ aperture belonging
to an opening elementary aperture, an all-in-focus image is rendered according to
the pinhole camera model. The lens focusing effect is simulated by shifting the
all-in-focus image, and the shifting amount Z is calculated according to Eq. ( 2.1),
as
Z =
lfB
df
, (6.20)
where the baseline B is set as the distance between the position of the ‘pinhole’ of
interest and the aperture centre. The average of all those shifted all-in-focus images
is considered as the defocused image. A 1D example is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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(a) The ground truth depth map in
PSF scales.
(b) The result produced by Levin’s
algorithm.
(c) The result produced by Zhou’s
algorithm.
(d) The result produced by Favaro’s
algorithm.
Figure 6.8 The bear shop scene results.
Table 6.5 The noise effect.
Algorithm \ SNR Inf 60 50 40 30 20
Zhou 86% 86% 86% 84% 73% 46%
Favaro 82% 82% 80% 74% 52% 23%
In our case, the camera system is again set according to Table 6.4, and the scene
depth range is 1.74-2.87 metres. As an example, the green channel of a simulated
defocus image with Levin’ mask is shown in Figure 6.6(d). Also, the green channel
of the all-in-focus image is shown in Figure 6.6(c) as a comparison. Regarding
PSFs, since defocused images are rendered based on the geometrical optics, PSFs
are also calculated using the geometrical optics based method, at 26 different depths
covering the depth range of the ‘bear-shop’ scene. Three estimated depth maps using
three algorithms are shown in Figure 6.8, together with the ground truth depth
map. Being restoration-based methods, Levin’s algorithm and Zhou’s algorithm fail
on areas with poor texture, where the image restoration cannot be done properly,
especially when only a single image is used like in the Levin’s case. However, since
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in restoration-based methods, whole images are used for depth estimation on each
patches, Levin’s algorithm and Zhou’s algorithm produce much better results on
the ground than Favaro’s algorithm, which uses only an image patch to do depth
estimation on that patch. On the other hand, Favaro’s algorithm is less affected
by the poor texture since image restoration is avoided. Please notice that all depth
maps shown in Figure 6.8 are raw depth maps without post-processing, and their
qualities can be improved by using e.g. MRF as mentioned in Section 4.4.
So far the influence of noise has not been considered. In order to understand the
influence of noise, 6 levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are considered, including
[Inf, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20]dB, where Inf means no noise [21]. The performances of Zhou’s
algorithms and Favaro’s algorithm under those SNRs are tested with the ‘bear-
shop’ scene, and the accuracies are summarised in Table 6.5, where the accuracy
percentage is calculated by comparing the result to the ground truth depth map,
and if the difference is less than or equal to one scale, we accept it as correct. The
results show that all tested algorithms can tolerate noises that can be seen in most
of the practical cases.
6.3 Experiments
The implemented Favaro’s algorithm is tested in a real situation. The real scene has
been arranged in a similar way to the ‘bear-shop’ scene, as shown in Figure 6.9(b).
Then the Levin’s mask is inserted in a Nikon D5200 DSLR camera mounted with a
Nikon 35mm lens, as shown in Figure 6.9(a), and the camera is put in front of the
scene such that the depth range is about 2.0-2.5 metres and the focused distance is
set at 1.5 metres away from the camera. Coded aperture images are captured under
strong white light illumination with ISO 100, to reduce the exposure time and keep
sensor noise minimal. In order to minimise the influence of lens distortion, which
is not considered during developing algorithms, only the middle areas of captured
images are kept. The green channel of the image is used for testing, as shown in
Figure 6.9(b). PSFs are calculated at depth range from 1.92-2.7 meters for every 7 cm
by using wave optics based method given in Eq. ( 6.17) for green light corresponding
to the green channel of RGB image.
The resulting raw depth maps obtained by using Favaro’s algorithm is shown in
Figure 6.9(c). We can see that the depths of all objects are approximately obtained.
Especially, the upper right corner area, whose depth is further than the maximum
depth in the depth set K, is labelled with the maximum PSF scale as expected.
However, it is obvious that the result is not that good as in the simulation case.
There are several error sources degrading the experimental results. We believe that
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(a) The coded aperture camera. (b) The green channel of the captured defocused
image (cropped middle part).
(c) The result produced by Favaro’s algorithm.
Figure 6.9 The real experiment.
it is mainly due to deviations from the assumptions made in the wave optics based
PSF calculation, e.g. aberration-free lens, having an equivalent thin lens model of
the camera, etc. It is also worth mentioning the camera noise and measurement
errors during the experiment as other sources.
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7. CODED APERTURE STEREO CAMERAS
In this chapter, we investigate possible improvements in depth estimation that can
be achieved by using stereo cameras with masks, which can be referred as coded
aperture stereo cameras. The motivation behind this exploration is twofold. One
is to have an integrated system where both the defocus blur and disparity cue are
available, since they are considered to be able to provide complementary information
in some situations, as mentioned in Section 2.4. The other is to have a single shot
multiple coded aperture system for the cases that different masks, e.g. Zhou’s mask
pair, can be employed simultaneously, since capturing multiple images with different
masks from a single view is practically difficult.
7.1 Integrated system
In this section, we aim to develop an integrated system where both the defocus blur
cue and the disparity cue are available so that coded aperture and stereo vision
based methods, e.g. stereo matching, can work synchronously.
Regarding designing integrated systems, we investigate two questions. One is whether
equipping with masks seriously affects the performance of the ordinary stereo match-
ing, which utilise the disparity cue; the other is whether coded aperture can provide
useful information in situations where the stereo matching fails. That is, is it worth
introducing masks into the system [55]?
In order to answer aforementioned two questions, a 3D scene denoted as the ‘slant’ is
built in the simulation environment. As shown in Figure 7.1(a), the scene contains
three fronto-parallel planes and two of them are connected with a slanted plane.
For textures, two cases are considered, one contains repetitive patterns and strips,
which both are known to be problematic for stereo matching; the other uses gravel
and rabbit’s fur as texture, which are good texture for stereo matching in the sense
of randomness. Two stereo cameras are assumed to be identical having 35mm lens
and focused on 1.5 metres, and the baseline is set to be 5cm. A virtual camera is
put in the middle of the baseline, and a middle view image is ‘captured’ according
to Eq. ( 6.14) with λ = 534nm. The stereo image pair is generated by shifting
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(a) The arrangement of the ‘slant’ scene.
(b) A left view image captured with pin-
hole aperture for the problematic texture
case.
(c) A right view image captured with
Levin’s mask for the good texture case,
and two example PSFs (scaled by a factor
of 3 for visualisation) at depth d = 1.9m
and d = 2.2m are shown as well.
Figure 7.1 Illustration of the simulation environment of the ‘slant’ scene [55]. Reprinted
by permission. c©2014 IEEE.
the middle view image, and the shifting amount is calculated according to Eq. (
2.1). As examples, an image from the left view in the problematic texture case,
‘captured’ with the ideal pinhole aperture, and an image from the right view in the
good texture case, ‘captured’ with the Levin’s mask, are shown in Figure 7.1(b) and
Figure 7.1(c), respectively.
To observe whether the performance of stereo matching is seriously affected from
equipping the cameras with masks, the same stereo matching algorithm [2] is applied
to stereo image pairs ‘captured’ by stereo cameras with different sets of mask pairs
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Figure 7.2 The error percentage of stereo matching for different aperture masks, for
both the problematic texture case and the good texture case [55]. Reprinted by permission.
c©2014 IEEE.
(a) The depth map in PSF
scales produced by Favaro’s al-
gorithm.
(b) The depth map in PSF
scales produced by Zhou’s algo-
rithm.
(c) The depth map in dispar-
ity values produced by stereo
matching [2].
Figure 7.3 Results produced by three algorithms for the problematic texture case (adapted
from Figure 4 in [55]). Reprinted by permission. c©2014 IEEE.
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(a) Stereo cameras with Levin’s
mask.
(b) Two stereo cameras with
Zhou’s mask pair.
(c) Stereo cameras with Zhou’s
mask pair.
Figure 7.4 Three proposed camera systems [55]. Reprinted by permission. c©2014 IEEE.
including the same mask, which are pinhole, circular mask, Levin’s mask and Zhou’s
mask pair (one at a time), in both the problematic texture case and the good texture
case. The resulting depth maps are compared with the ground truth depth map,
and the accuracy are shown in Figure 7.2. From the results shown in Figure 7.2, we
can infer that when two identical masks are used, the influence on the performance
of stereo matching is not severe [55], and our observation here is consistent to the
human vision case as mentioned in Section 2.4. To answer the second question,
Levin’s mask and Zhou’s mask pair are used from a single view, e.g. the right view,
respectively, on the problematic texture case where stereo matching fails. Results
obtained by using Favaro’s algorithm and Zhou’s algorithm, together with the result
obtained by stereo matching in pinhole aperture case, are given in Figure 7.3. These
results show that for the problematic texture case, coded aperture using the defocus
blur cue can give more reliable depth information than stereo matching using the
disparity cue, the depth resolution provided by the defocus blur cue is worse than
that provided by the disparity cue, though. Similar results are reported by Takeda
et al. [51], who notice that on the problematic texture areas, utilising the defocus
blur cue can lead to depth map of better quality over the one obtained utilising
the disparity cue. Those consistent results are encouraging since they indicate that
coded aperture and stereo matching are complementary, in the sense that the former
can give more reliable depth information on the problematic texture areas while the
latter offers better depth resolution when it works.
Based on the results given above, we proposed two integrated systems as shown in
Figure 7.4(a) and Figure 7.4(b). In the first system, two cameras are both equipped
with Levin’s mask; while in the second system, two more cameras are employed,
so that in both views we have a pair of images captured with Zhou’s mask pair.
In both systems, coded aperture and stereo matching can both work independently
with minimal influences on each other, and thus it can produce both a depth map
in disparity values and a depth map in PSF scales. When two depth maps contains
complementary information, they can be merged by using e.g. MRF [52] to improve
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the quality of the depth map.
7.2 Single shot multiple coded aperture system
In this section, we propose a single shot multiple coded apertures system, and a two
masks case and the corresponding algorithm are introduced as an example.
Multiple coded apertures systems are of interests for three reasons: Firstly, when
only a single image is available, it is impossible to distinguish between focused low
texture and blurred high texture, and this ambiguity is a result of losing information,
as mentioned in Section 4.1. However, if multiple images captured with different
masks of the same scene are available, this ambiguity can be resolved since each of
those images may contain different information that can be used as a compensation
for other images. This compensation is especially strong when those images are cap-
tured with complementary masks e.g. Zhou’s mask pair. Secondly, as mentioned in
Section 5.3, a single mask can hardly have desired properties for both depth estima-
tion and image restoration simultaneously since they are contradictory, while when
multiple masks are available, desired properties for both problems can be satisfied at
the same time, e.g. with Zhou’s mask pair. Thirdly, according to the analyses and
results given in Chapter 5, a desired single mask for depth estimation should be of a
symmetrical pattern, which means that it suffers from the sign problem mentioned
in Section 5.1. Consequently, depth estimation can only be done on one side of the
focused distance. However, this sign problem can be easily avoided by using multiple
masks, e.g. Zhou’s mask pair where two masks both are of asymmetric patterns,
and thus the depth range can be largely extended by focusing at the middle of the
scene. Those reasons show the benefits to use multiple coded apertures, and thus
form a solid motivation to develop and use multiple masks systems.
Typically, when multiple masks are used, it is required that multiple images are
captured with different masks from the same view to guarantee that images are
well aligned, which is fundamental for DfD, as pointed out in Section 4.1. In order
to satisfy this requirement, several methods for capturing multiple images have
been reported. One method is to manually switch lenses of different masks during
capturing, and the misalignment introduced during switching lenses is corrected by
using affine transformation afterwards [59]. To avoid switching lenses, a pattern
scroll or a liquid crystal array (LCA) [24] or a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) [35]
can be employed to make a programmable aperture camera whose aperture mask
can be dynamically changed. Also, a beam splitter can be employed to create two
identical views for different masks. However, for using those methods, either an user
should be present or complicated modifications/equipments are required. Facing this
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(a) Depth map in disparity values. (b) Depth map in PSF scales.
Figure 7.5 The results produced by the proposed algorithm on the ‘slant’ scene for the
problematic texture case (adapted from Figure 5 in [55]). Reprinted by permission. c©2014
IEEE.
problem, we instead propose a multi-view coded aperture system where each camera
is equipped with a mask. For the case of using Zhou’s mask pair, it becomes a coded
aperture stereo system, as shown in Figure 7.4(c).
Compared to aforementioned other methods, the proposed system has minimal mod-
ification on the lens and does not require user manipulation. However, the require-
ment set by coded aperture is violated, since two images are captured from different
views. This violation can be solved by processing captured images. Intuitively, for
pixels of a particular depth, misalignment of them in two views can be corrected
if two images are shifted by the correct disparity value. Then for those aligned
pixels, the requirement is satisfied and thus DfD algorithms, e.g. Zhou’s algorithm,
should be able to be applied. This can be done for all possible depths and thus all
pixels are covered. As shown in Figure 2.7, there exists a linear relation between
the defocus blur cue and the disparity cue, which suggests an one-to-one mapping
between the disparity value and the PSF scale. However, in most practical cases
the depth resolution achieved by coded aperture is coarser than the one achieved
by stereo matching, e.g. coded aperture usually only work on a set of pre-sampled
depths. Due to this resolution mismatch, we instead set a multi-to-one relation
between disparity values and a PSF.
Theoretically, the correct disparity-PSF pair will produce the minimum error [51], [55].
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Table 7.1 The stereo version of Zhou’s algorithm (adapted from Table 1 in [55]).
Reprinted by permission. c©2014 IEEE.
INPUTS:(
gML , gMR
)
: captured left and right images;
PSFs : PSF pairs pre-sampled at a set of depth K;
each pair is denoted as
(
hc1,dkL ,h
c2,dk
R
)
;
STEPS:
1 : For each PSFs pair
(
hc1,dkL ,h
c2,dk
R
)
at depth dk
2 : Find the associated disparity range Sk of dk;
3 : For each disp in Sk
4 : gprimeML = gML (x− disp, y)
5 : Obtain Fˆ
k
M by using Eq. ( 4.16)
6 : End for
7 : End for
8 : Obtain depth maps by solving Eq. ( 7.1), ∀pixel
(a) The depth map in disparity values. (b) The depth map in PSF scales.
Figure 7.6 The results produced by stereo version of Zhou’s algorithm on the bear shop
scene.
Thus, we can modify Eq. ( 4.17) to be
DM
∗[l],DispM
∗[l],fM
∗[l] = arg min
dk,disp,fˆ
k
M
∑
L
N∑
n=1
(
|gMn(disp)− hcn,dk ⊗ fˆ
k
M |22
)
.
(7.1)
The stereo version of Zhou’s algorithm according to the analysis above is summarised
in Table 7.1.
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The proposed coded aperture stereo system utilising Zhou’s mask pair and modified
Zhou’s algorithm are tested with two different simulated scenes. The first scene
is the ‘slant’ scene described in Section 7.1 with problematic texture, and resulting
depth map in disparity values and depth map in PSF scales are shown in Figure 7.5.
Comparing Figure 7.3(b) and Figure 7.5(b), we can say that the stereo version of
Zhou’s algorithm produces as good depth map in PSF scales as the original Zhou’s
algorithm. Moreover, it simultaneously provides a depth map in disparity values, as
shown in Figure 7.5(a), which has significantly increased quality compared to the
one obtained by directly applying stereo matching on images, shown in Figure 7.3(c).
However, it is worth pointing out that this depth map in disparity values is still in
the depth resolution provided by the defocus blur cue, since from the stereo matching
point of view, Zhou’s algorithm in fact is used as a criterion for evaluating stereo
correspondence, and this criterion is too coarse to reach the disparity resolution. On
the other hand, using stereo cameras unavoidably amplifies the occlusion problem,
which is less important in the single view case. This occlusion problem is more
visible in the second test, where the ‘bear-shop’ scene described in Section 6.3 is
employed, and the baseline between two cameras are set to be 10 cm. The resulting
depth map in disparity values and depth map in PSF scales are shown in Figure
7.6. Interestingly, by jointly using two cues, we can see that the depth map in PSF
scales shown in Figure 7.6(b) is in fact better than that is shown in Figure 6.8(c),
except suffering from heavy occlusions.
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8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This thesis studies the problem of depth from defocus from 2D images captured
by cameras equipped with coded masks. Mainly two cases are considered: one
is analysing the coded aperture for depth estimation in a single view; the other
is exploring the possibility of combining coded aperture and stereo vision based
methods e.g. stereo matching.
In the first part, analyses on the single view coded aperture technique show that
this technique has deficiencies in three aspects which limit its applications. The
first aspect is the defocus blur cue it utilises, and the main deficiency is that the
defocus blur cue is too vague. In both human vision and computer vision studies,
it has been found that the depth-defocus blur degree relation is rather similar to
the depth-disparity relation, apart from a scale. In computer vision, those two
relations are shown to have the same form, and the lens aperture diameter in the
monocular vision serves the role of the baseline in the stereo vision. However, since
in most of the practical cases the lens aperture diameter is considerably shorter than
the baseline, for the same amount of depth variance, the variance of defocus blur
degree is much less significant than the disparity value variance. Due to this scale
difference, the depth resolution provided by the defocus blur cue is much less than
the one given by the disparity cue. Therefore, practically the defocus blur cue is
suggested as a qualitative depth cue, and when it is used as the main depth cue,
only a depth information with coarse resolution can be expected.
The second aspect is extracting the depth blur cue encoded in images, and the main
deficiency is that extracting the defocus blur cue is an ill-posed problem, whose
solution is considerably hard to acquire. Regarding the algorithms to extract the
defocus blur cue from images for depth estimation, two strategies have been in-
troduced. When the restoration-based strategy is employed, the quality of depth
estimation largely depends on the quality of image restoration. However, due to the
information loss and noise contamination during the image formation and record-
ing process, the image restoration is a highly ill-posed problem itself. Although
additional information can be introduced by e.g. a well chosen image prior, image
restoration is still a hard problem. When image restoration is done in the spatial
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domain by using, e.g an iterative re-weighted least squares algorithm like in Levin’s
algorithm, the algorithm might not converge to the global minimum for the cases
where the objective function is non-convex (due to image prior), and thus may give
less satisfactory results. It is also worth mentioning that those algorithms are usu-
ally computationally demanding and time consuming. To achieve image restoration
in the frequency domain, care must be taken if discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
is employed. Since the captured images are truncated and discretised signals, DFT
may introduce ringing artefacts due to discontinuities of boundary values, as shown
in Figure 6.4(d), where a generalised Wiener filter is used to restore the image. On
the other hand, when the restoration-free strategy is employed, the problem remains
ill-posed and can only be solved in areas with sufficiently rich textures. The success
of depth estimation is determined by the quality of a subspace projector or a filter
bank constructed for each PSF. However, there are practical issues in construct-
ing those subspace projectors or filter banks. For example, in Favaro’s algorithm
it remains unclear how to determine the rank of a subspace. Regarding obtaining
the optimal filter bank, using statistical learning methods like AMA seems promis-
ing, but currently they can only be applied on PSFs that are radially symmetrical.
The training procedure for learning the subspace projectors is the main part of
those approaches. It becomes time consuming and computationally complex when
the number and/or size of PSF increases. Furthermore, the procedure needs to be
repeated for different scene depth ranges that correspond to different sets of dis-
crete depths at which PSFs are to be calculated. Last but not least, all algorithms
considered in this thesis require PSFs (sometimes equivalently a set of blurred im-
ages) pre-sampled at a set of depths, since they are the main ingredients of depth
from defocus approaches. However, it is difficult to obtain them accurately, either
through experimental measurements or mathematical calculations. Experimental
ways might provide satisfactory results in most of the cases since it eliminates the
difficulty of system modelling. However, they make the approach impractical due
to the necessity of repeating the measurement process for each different scene depth
range.
The third aspect is the coded mask pattern, and the main deficiency is that masks
optimised under certain conditions are not necessarily optimal for other cases. Sev-
eral optimised masks have been designed according to different criteria for different
purposes. Most of those masks have been designed under the assumption of geomet-
rical optics and this limits the search space of mask patterns, since the optimal mask
is searched within a coarse resolution signal space to get rid of diffraction effects.
Furthermore, those evaluation criteria are usually derived based on the principle of
a certain type of DfD algorithms, so the resulting optimised masks may not be the
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best choices, if an algorithm from other types is used. In addition, those masks
are only optimised for discriminating a few of PSF scales (corresponding to spe-
cific scene depth range), under certain camera parameters and settings. Thus, it is
unconvincing that those masks are also optimal for other scenarios. Therefore, a
more ideal case for optimising mask patterns would be to have a standard procedure
that can be applied in different scenarios. Due to the deficiencies in the mentioned
three aspects, further studies on coded aperture technique for depth estimation are
needed.
In the second part of the thesis, the combinations of stereo vision and coded aperture
have been investigated to explore possible improvements that can be achieved in
depth estimation. Two types of multiple coded aperture systems have been proposed
and tested via simulations. In the first type, where the same mask is employed
in both stereo cameras, it has been observed that coded aperture technique and
stereo matching can be applied independently without suffering degradation in the
performance of usual stereo matching. It has been shown that having such a system,
the stereo vision based depth estimation can be complemented with the valuable
information obtained by using the coded aperture technique, in the cases where
stereo matching suffers from the correspondence problem, e.g. repetitive textures or
occlusions. In the second type of single shot multiple coded aperture system, each
different mask has been employed in different cameras in a stereo arrangement to
get a single shot system which does not require changing the masks. The relation
between the disparity cue and the defocus blur cue has been employed to have a
modified coded aperture algorithm tailored for the proposed stereo system. The
modified algorithm has been demonstrated to be able to provide depth maps in
both disparity values and defocus blur degrees simultaneously. Moreover, it has
been shown that by using the proposed method, valuable results can be obtained
even in the problematic cases for the standard stereo matching, e.g. repetitive
texture, edges along the epipolar lines. All those observations demonstrate that
coded aperture technique can serve as a complementary approach to stereo vision,
if the defocus blur cue can be correctly extracted.
In conclusion, although it is hard to suggest the coded aperture technique itself
as a primary choice for depth estimation, due to the deficiencies discussed above, it
may be considered as a valuable complementary technique to other depth estimation
approaches like stereo matching.
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